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iAbstract
Several jet measurements have been performed using data collected during
the 2011 and 2012 data taking periods at respectively 7 and 8 TeV proton-
proton collision energy by the general-purpose ATLAS experiment at the LHC.
These measured are compared to Leading Order and Next Leading Order
Monte Carlo predictions. This thesis works focalises in particular on two top-
ics: the measurement of the inclusive double-di↵erential jet cross section, and
the separation between jets originated by quarks and those originated by glu-
ons, motivated by its possible use in searches for contact interactions in dijet
events.
In the first part of thesis, the inclusive double-di↵erential cross section
has been measured at
p
s=8 TeV on low-luminosity runs taken in 2012, as a
function of jet transverse momentum in bins of jet rapidity, covering a range of
25 < pT < 134 GeV and |y| < 3.0. Jets are defined using the anti-kt algorithm
with two radius parameters of 0.4 and 0.6. The data sample has been collected
using two special runs: a no-pile up run, and a low mu run using data-taking
periods from A2 an A6. The total luminosity of the no pile-up and the low µ
runs is 193.3 nb 1. The reason for using these two runs is to measure the low-
pT region for jets, without the very large systematic uncertainties that would
be caused by pileup in this kinematic region. This measurement has been
merged with the high mu run cross-section measured by Gagik Vardanyan,
for the ATLAS publication on the inclusive double-di↵erential cross section
measurement at
p
s=8 TeV.
Separating quark-initiated jets from gluon-initiated jets can provide im-
prove the reach of many beyond-the-standard model searches such as compos-
iteness and contact interactions. In order to distinguish quark from gluon jets,
a likelihood was built based on the number of charged track in the jet, and
on the track width for the analysis of the 2011 dataset. Once jets have been
ii
labelled as quark-originated or gluon-originated, dijet events can be labelled
as quark-quark, quark-gluon, and gluon-gluon. The detector-level invariant
mass spectrum has been measured in bins of y⇤ in 2011 data, and compared
to Standard Model QCD or models of contact interactions with di↵erent ⇤
scales. The tool has been further improved to have a better quark-gluon jet
discrimination for the 2012 analysis. Calorimeter-based variables have been
added to the track-based ones used in 2011, to extend the rapidity coverage
and the discrimination power of the tool. The additional advantage of using
2012 data is the increased luminosity, from the 4.7 ±0.2 fb 1 of 2011 to the
20.3 fb 1 for 2012, allowing the use of data-driven techniques to measure the
jet shapes used in the discrimination. As quark and gluon fractions and jet
properties are strongly dependent on jet kinematics, all variables are studied
in bins of pT and ⌘.
iii
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varsiniz. Bu yuzden bu tezi illa ki size armagan ediyorum.
Ve Londrada rastladigim, 7 yil suresinde bana dost olan, nese veren arkadaslarima
cok tesekkur etmek istiyorum. Ama Rumeysa Bayar’a hem tesekkur hem de
vozur borcluyum. Hem daim nazimi ve kahrimi cektigin icin ve beni surekli
simarttigin icin cok tesekkur ederim. Tabii herkese benim icin zorla veya is-
teterek dua ettirdigin icin de extra tesekkuru borc bilirim. Tezin bu kisminda
yalnizca tesekkur edilir ama mecburen kendisini istemeden kirdigim icin de
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Altinli, sohbetlerin, bir sey gorunce heycanlanmalarin bana cok sey katti, sana
da tesekkur ederim. Husrev Tabak her ne kadar arada sirada fikir catismalari
yasasakta, Islamci abilere bakis acimi degistirdin sagolasin, seninle sohbetler
cok guzeldi. Tugba Cinar seninle kardes olmak guzeldi. Ve Aybike Salman,
Deniz Ozkulu, Sultan Ileri hayatima guzel seyler kattiniz. Tabii Sultan daha
cok catisma katmis olsa da :)
Zeynep Arslan hanim size de iki cift sozum var. Ne diyeyim bana Lon-
drada yaptigin arkadasliklardan dolayi cok tesekkur ederim, tabii Londradaki
restoranlarda tesekkur etmeli, neredeyse hepsini gezdik sayilir. Zeliha Ka-
plan sana da tesekkur mu etsem etmesem bilemedim, doktoramdam 3-4 ay
calmisligin vardir :) Ayse Guven hanim size nasil tesekkur edilir bilmem, in-
san buyuklerinin tecrubelerinden yararlanir genellikle ama ben kucugum olan
senden cok sey ogrendim. Ne diyeyim mubarek ve guzel insan, Londra’da
ve dunyada tanimasaydim obur tarafa bos giderdim dedigim insanlardansiniz.
Tabii Feyza Tunal sende bu guzel insanlara dahilsin. Huriye Atilgan, val-
lahi insanlar genelde isimleri gibi olurmus sen soyisminin hakkini veriyorsun.
Karsilastigim zor ama sevdigim karakterlerdensin. Her ilmi konusmamizda
teke tekken cok iyi anlasip, baskalarinin yanindayken tartistigim guzel insan
sana da tesekkurler. Tabii ki shadwell ve kuzeydeki guzel insanlar size de
ayrica tesekkurler. Ramazan Gundogdu ve Osman Ersoy’a da tesekkuru borc
bilirim. Cok iyi bir kardes olduklari icin ve her zor durumda imdadima yetis-
tikleri icin. Tabii Ilhan Candan hocamin kardesligine de cok tesekkur ederim,
vi
sinirlendigimde kahve molalari icin de.
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Chapter 1
Theoretical Framework
’In the name of God, the infinitely Compassionate and Merciful.’ -The Open-
ing in Quran.
1.1 Introduction
The Standard Model (SM) is a theory of fundamental interactions, and de-
scribes the behaviour of fundamental particles like quarks, leptons and bosons
[1] as described in section 1.2. The elementary fermions and bosons of the
SM with their masses, spins, charges and interactions between each other are
shown in Figure 1.1. Electroweak interaction are discussed in section 1.4 in this
chapter. The interactions described by QED and QCD (section 1.3)are carried
by massless spin-1 particles, called gauge bosons(photon in QED, gluons in
QCD) [2].
In this chapter, there is some discussion about some basic QCD phe-
nomenology such as Evolution of the strong coupling constant, color con-
finement and Asymptotic freedom in subsection 1.5.1, also Parton Density
Functions (PDFs) in subsection 1.5.2, QCD factorisation in subsection 1.5.3.
Various methods of defining jets (subsection 1.5.4) that are commonly used
by the ATLAS experiment and for the study in this thesis. Additionally, it
also mentions the research for new physics (section 1.6), and a theory called
”contact interaction” (subsection 1.6.1) which studied in this thesis.
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1.2 The Standard Model
The W and Z bosons were discovered in 1983, the top quark in 1995, and the
tau neutrino in 2000 [3]. A new particle which is consistent with the Higgs
boson in the mass region around 126 GeV has been observed in 2012 by the
ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider [4]. The
research is still under way to measure this particle’s properties, and deter-
mine whether or not this particle is the Higgs boson predicted by the minimal
Standard Model or by alternative models.
The SM is based on the SU(3)⇥SU(2)⇥U(1) symmetry groups, correspond-
ing to strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, respectively. Because of
the symmetries of the theory and of Noether’s theorem, quantities such as
energy, angular momentum and electric charge must be conserved [5].
Atoms and molecules are held together through the electromagnetic force
which is carried mainly by the photon. The weak force is mediated by the
W ,W+ and Z0 gauge bosons. It is responsible for several processes like the
nuclear   decays, or the decay of the muon.
Particles decay into lighter states, conserving energy and momentum. The
process binding quarks and gluons into hadrons which is groups consisted of
quarks, and nucleons into an atomic nucleus is governed by the strong interac-
tion. Strong interaction is stronger than electromagnetism, which is stronger
than the weak nuclear force and gravity. The gravitational force is not included
in the Standard Model, but is described in classical language by the general
theory of relativity. Conserved quantities are found by exploiting the symme-
tries of the SM Lagrangian, and the equations of the separate electromagnetic,
weak and strong theories can be derived from it.
Historically, the first component of standard model to be developed is quan-
tum electrodynamics, that has been unified with Fermi’s theory of weak inter-
action in the electroweak theory [7]. The description of strong interactions is
formally quite similar to electroweak ones with some di↵erences that will be
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Figure 1.1: The Standard Model with masses, spin, charges of particles. The
interaction of particles between each other is also shown [6].
examined with discussion at following section.
1.3 QED and QCD
In QED, electrons and positrons as charged particles interact by absorbing and
emitting virtual photons. The virtual particles cannot be observed outside
of the interaction because their life-time is incredible short [8]. The QED
Lagrangian is defined as
LQED =  ¯(i µ@µ  m)   e ¯ µAµ   1
4
Fµ⌫F
µ⌫ (1.1)
where Fµ⌫ , is the electromagnetic field tensor, and is defined, for a photon
field Aµ, as
Fµ⌫ = @µA⌫   @⌫Aµ and  ¯ ⌘  † 0 (1.2)
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where e is the electric charge, the  µ are the Dirac matrices and  is a
bispinor field of spin-1/2 particles.
Quarks form the fundamental representation of the SU(3) color group. As
this representation is three-dimensional, quarks exist in three di↵erent colors,
called red, green and blue for particles (anti-colors for antiparticles). Gluon can
form a color octet because N2-1 for N=3 is equal to 8. The QCD Lagrangian
is defined as
LQCD =
nfX
f=1
 ¯f (i 
µDµ  mf ) f   1
4
F aµ⌫F
µ⌫
a (1.3)
where the covariant derivative is given by
Dµ f = @µ f + igsAµa
1
2
 a f (1.4)
and the field strength tensor for the gluon field, F µ⌫a ,is
F µ⌫a = @
µA⌫a   @⌫Aµa   gsfabcAµbA⌫c (1.5)
where fabc are the structure constants of SU(3), and the a,b,c indices are
for the eight color degrees of freedom of the gluon field. In Equation 1.3, the
 f are quark-field spinors for a quark of flavour f and mass mf . The sum
over f is for the di↵erent quark flavours: up,down, charm,strange, top and
bottom.  a are the hermitian, traceless Gel-Mann matrices which allow for
the rotation in color space and Aµa are the spin-1 gluon field. gs is gauge
coupling parameter [9].
Since equations 1.3 contains linear and quadratic terms of the gluon field,
their product can lead to couplings between 3 or 4 gluons resulting in gluon
self interactions showed in figures 1.2.a and 1.2.b. Figure 1.2.c shows typical
interactions between quarks mediated gluon exchange. Due to conserve electric
charge, quark flavour is not changed by gluon emission even if the color can
change.
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Figure 1.2: (a) and (b): the two lowest-order contributions to gluon-gluon
scattering in QCD. (c): example of quark and quark scattering by gluon ex-
change [10].
1.4 Electroweak Interactions
The weak nuclear force has been initially described using the Fermi theory,
that postulated the existence of a vertex with four quark or lepton lines. After
the development of QED, it was understood that this vertex was actually the
result of the exchange of a heavy vector boson. An initial theory describing
these particles, now known as the W± bosons, was formulated. Similarities
between the structure of electromagnetic and weak interactions have lead S.
Glashow, in the early sixties, to formulate a unified theory of the two, through
a Lagrangian symmetric under the SU(2)⇥U(1) gauge group. This approach
predicted the existence of a neutral vector boson, the Z0, mixing with the
photon, and therefore the existence of weak neutral currents. The theory has
been completed a few years lated by Weinberg and Salam, that included a
mechanism for accounting for the di↵erent masses of the vector bosons and of
the fermions through spontaneous symmetry breaking, hence the introduction
of a new field and a new particle, the Higgs boson [11]. An example of a
process mediated by the weak interaction can be seen in Figure 1.3, where two
quarks, or a quark-antiquark pair scatter through the exchange of charged W
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or neutral Z bosons.
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2.7. Electroweak Interactions
The dominant interactions at the LHC are described by QCD, but, as quarks can also
participate in electroweak interactions, the electroweak sector is unavoidably involved,
which is crucial for the studies later in this thesis. As for QCD it is governed by a
Lagrangian, this time based on an SU(2)L ⇥ U(1) gauge symmetry, which through
electroweak symmetry breaking [15–17] describes the heavy W± and Z0 bosons that
govern the weak interaction and the massless photon from electromagnetism. The
symmetry breaking also results in the prediction of the Higgs boson that was finally
discovered in 2012.
Both quarks and leptons interact via the weak interaction and both W± and Z0
bosons can be produced in the proton-proton collisions. As the weak force is governed
by massive vector bosons, they have a short lifetime and hence the interaction is only
short range. An example weak current interaction which could occur at the LHC is
shown in Figure 2.3, in this case the vector bosons decay to quarks, the hadronic
channel, as is most appropriate for the work done here. As charge is conserved the
quarks produced in charged current interactions are of diﬀerent types, such as ud¯
and those in neutral current interactions are a quark and its antiquark, such as uu¯.
W±
q
q0
q00
q000
Z0/ 
q
q¯
q0
q¯0
Figure 2.3.: Diagrams showing the modification to the gluon-gluon and quark-gluon
interactions
Figure 1.3: The decays of W ,Z and   bosons [12].
1.5 Some basic QCD phenomenology
1.5.1 Evolution of the strong coupling constant, color
confinement and Asymptotic freedom
While for electromagnetic interactions the coupling constant ↵em increases with
momentum transfer, the non-Abelian structure of strong interactions (basically
the fact gluons interact each other) has as a consequence the fact that the
coupling constant decreases with Q2 as shown in equation;
↵s(Q
2) ' ↵s(Q
2
0)
1 + B↵s(Q20)ln(
↵s(Q2)
↵s(Q20)
)
(1.6)
where the constant B is a function of the number of quark flavours, Nf ,
and of colors Nc:
B =
11Nc   2Nf
12⇡
(1.7)
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Figure 1.4: Coupling constant of the Strong Interaction wrt Exchanged Mo-
mentum [13].
The momentum Q0 corresponds to scale ⇤QCD ' 300 MeV, that can be
translated into distances of the order of 0.1 fm and is conventionally taken as
the boundary between the perturbative and non-perturbative regime. Figure
1.4 shows some experimental measurements of the strong coupling constant as
a function of the momentum transfer. Its decrease is clearly visible. Quarks
and gluons inside a hadron are bound by strong interactions at low values ofQ2,
where the coupling constant is very strong. The higher orders of perturbation
theory become dominant, and no perturbative calculation will be able to give a
good description of this process. If as a result of a collision one of the partons
receives a large momentum boost, the distance between partons increases,
creating a flow of color charge between them. The energy of this “color tube“
will increase with distance, until it is su cient to produce a new qq¯ pair. This
process continues until the color string has enough energy to produce new
pairs. According to a property known as color confinement, all observable
free particles must be colorless. It means that the colored particles such as
quark and gluon have never been directly observed in the nature. The partons
resulting from the process described above have therefore to confine in colorless
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hadrons, which are observable. More details about hadronisation will be given
later [14].
When low-momentum partons are bound inside the hadrons, strong in-
teractions are weak at short distances (corresponding to large momentum
transfer), so partons inside the hadrons can be considered as free. This is
known as Asymptotic freedom [15]. If a high momentum scattering occurs,
the lowest-order diagrams like the ones shown in figure 1.2 can be a reason-
able approximation of the interaction. To date, Next-to-Leading Order (NLO)
calculations are available for most of the processes of interest, and for a grow-
ing number of processes Next-to-Next-to-Leading Logarithmic approximations
(NNL), or even full next-to-Next-to Leading Order (NNLO) calculations have
been performed.
1.5.2 Parton Density Functions (PDFs)
The structure of hadrons in the regime of non-perturbative QCD is described
by Parton Density Functions (PDFs), that represent the probability density
of a parton inside the hadron, as a function of its fractional momentum with
respect to that of the hadron, x, and the momentum transfer scale Q2. Fig-
ure 1.5 shows the proton PDFs as a function of x for two di↵erent values of
Q2. It can be observed that the fraction of momentum carried by the high-x,
“valence“ quarks is higher at low Q2, while the low-x part, corresponding to
gluons and “sea” quarks“, increases at higher Q2 [16].
Since partons inside a proton are in the non-perturbative regime of QCD,
it is not possible to calculate PDFs from first principles. For a given func-
tional form, depending on various models, its parameters are derived from a
global fits of a large number of experimental observables, from experiments
of deep-inelastic scattering (with the HERA collider and fixed target experi-
ments, also using muon and neutrino beams) and colliders like the Tevatron
and the LHC. These experiments measure the same PDFs in a wide range of
momentum transfers; it is possible to propagate these functions from a scale
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to another using evolution equations, like DGLAP [17] or BFKL [18]. Various
PDF fits are currently available, di↵ering by the choice of the functional form,
the dataset considered and the statistical treatment of the data. Through the
recent precise LHC data, PDFs can be constrained studying inclusive jet pro-
ductions.
The choice of PDFs is very important in the simulation of both hard pro-
cesses and parton showers which is cascade of partons, since it a↵ects pro-
duction cross-sections and event shapes. Typical sets used at the LHC are
CT10nlo [19], HERAPDF15NLO EIG [20], NNPDF 3.0 [21] and MSTW2008-
nlo68cl [22] in this thesis for the measurement of inclusive cross-section.
Figure 1.5: Parton distribution functions of the proton as determined for the
MSTW08 PDF (Martin-Stirling-Thorne-Watt Parton Distribution Functions)
set for (left) Q2 = 10 GeV 2 and (right) Q2 = 104 GeV 2 . The bands reflect
the uncertainties at the 68% confidence level [23].
1.5.3 QCD factorisation
A full calculation of a QCD process involves terms in both the perturbative
and the non-perturbative regime, so several steps are needed. For the hard
scattering process, perturbative calculations of the parton-parton scattering
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are available, often at higher orders. Since the collision does not occur di-
rectly between partons but between protons, the hard scattering calculation
has to be convoluted with the PDFs, that are the result of an empirical model.
The final-state partons from the hard scattering will undergo a process called
parton shower, where gluons are emitted and quark-antiquark pairs are cre-
ated. At the end of this process, low-energy partons will be merged to produce
hadrons, in a non-perturbative process called hadronisation. The combination
of perturbative and non-perturbative techniques is made possible by the fac-
torisation theorem, stating that the two regimes can be treated independently
and then combined [24].
The application of QCD factorisation is formalised in Equation 1.8
 jet =
X
a
X
b
PDFsz }| {
fa(x1, µ
2
F )fb(x2, µ
2
F )
Hard scatterz }| {
 ˆa,b(pp1, pp2,↵s(µ
2
R),
Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2R
) (1.8)
where µF used in the evaluation of PDFs and µR are factorisation scale and
renormalisation scale respectively, fa and fb are the PDFs of the interacting
protons. Typically, µR and µF are set equal to Q2, but also varied by a factor
of 2 to determine systematic uncertainties connected to the scale choice.
1.5.4 Hadronisation and Jets
It was already mentioned that at the end of parton showering, colored partons
merge into colorless hadrons in a process called hadronisation.
Since it involves low momentum transfers, hadronisation is a non-perturbative
process, and has to rely on empirical models. The two main hadronization
models are cluster hadronization (Figure 1.6) and string hadronization (Fig-
ure 1.7) [26] [27]. The string model is based on a linear confinement at large
distance, most easily simulated for the production of a heavy quark-antiquark
pairs. A string is stretched from the quark to anti-quark via gluon which be-
haves like “kink“. An alternative model is the cluster model, where partons
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Figure 1.6: Cluster hadronization
model [25].
Figure 1.7: String hadronization
model.
are grouped into colorless “clusters“, that will eventually lead to hadrons.
The observable result of a high-momentum parton is a collimated “spray“
of particles, called jet, emitted approximately in the same direction as the
initial parton. Jets can be seen as the experimental proxy for production of
high-energy quarks and gluons. Jets are the most common objets at hadron
colliders, and the most common process producing them is 2 ! 2 QCD scat-
tering of partons. The jet measurements play an important role on searches for
the standard model and physics beyond the standard model, on the measure
of the structure of the proton and of QCD properties like its coupling strength
↵s.
1.5.5 Jet algorithms
Final-state hadrons are clustered into jets using algorithmic jet definitions.
Algorithms define which hadrons belong to which jets. While in the Monte
Carlo simulation the final state hadrons are directly available from the event
record, in data hadrons are reconstructed merging clusters from the energy
depositions of electromagnetic showers (EM) 1 and hadronic showers in the
1EM showers are generated by a particle that interacts the electromagnetic force, usually
a photon or electron
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calorimeters. A proper jet algorithm must fulfil some requirements. It must
be well-defined at any order of perturbation theory, and be both collinear and
infrared safe, being stable under minor adjustments of the jet constituents.
Infrared safety means that the result of jet clustering should remain un-
changed when adding a soft parton. Collinear safety refers that when replacing
a single parton by a collinear pair of partons, the identified jets should not
change [28].
Jet algorithm can be classified in two types: cone and recombination.
Cone algorithms have an apparent conceptual simplicity and a fast execu-
tion time. Jet reconstruction starts from a high-momentum cluster above a
given threshold, taken as a seed. All clusters inside a given cone around the
seed are considered to be part of the jet. Jets can also be merged and split
according to some rules. Since soft radiation can a↵ect the choice of the seed,
cone algorithms are generally infrared and collinear unsafe. For this reason,
both ATLAS and CMS moved from cone-based to recombination algorithms
for jet reconstruction [29].
Recombination algorithms combine particles or calorimeter clusters accord-
ing to quantities such as their pT and direction. The processing for this type
algorithms starts from the “closest“ particles by defining a distance (dij) be-
tween them. Particles with the smallest distance are merged, and replaced by
the result of the merging; this process continues iteratively until there is no
object left. The distance used by most recombination algorithms is defined as
dij = min(k
2p
T i, k
2p
Tj)
 2ij
R2
, diB = k
2p
T i (1.9)
where R is the jet radius parameter,  R2ij = (yi   yj)2 + ( i    j)2 , dij is the
distance between i particle and j particle and diB represents distance between
the beam direction and particle i. kT i, yi and  i are respectively the transverse
momentum, rapidity and azimuth of particle of i. The value of p defines the
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type of recombination algorithm,
p =
8>>><>>>:
1, k? algorithm
0, Cambridge/Aachen algorithm
 1, anti-k? algorithm
(1.10)
The pT ordering of the jet constituents is di↵erent between the clusterings.
The simplest recombination algorithm is the Cambridge/Aachen algorithm,
that depends on only angular quantities, because p=0. This dependency gives
opportunity to study a range of angular scales when reconstructing the sub-
structure of a jet.
The k? algorithm produces irregularly shaped jets since it combines clusters
from pairs of low pT objects. It is quite sensitive to the e↵ects of pileup because
of this.
The anti-kt algorithm merges clusters starting from the high-pT pairs, up
to a distance corresponding to the jet radius parameter, producing circular
jets. Using the anti-kt algorithm allows to reduce sensitivity to pileup and
make easier calibration. The other advantage is that, although almost circular
jets are produced, the algorithm is still collinear and infrared safe [28].
In Figure 1.8, Cambridge-Aachen, anti-k? and k? are applied to clusters
from the same event, shown in ⌘   space. Similar directions for hard jets are
reconstructed by all algorithms, but the attribution of the soft components, as
well as the low-energy jets are di↵erent.
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Figure 1.8: The same events are clustered using di↵erent jet clustering algo-
rithms, anti-k? (top left), Cambridge-Aachen (right), k? (bottom) and in ⌘  
space [28].
1.6 The search for new Physics
Despite its success, the Standard Model is an incomplete theory: it does not
account for gravity, and the strong force is “added“ on top of the electroweak
one, but not really unified. Moreover, if new particles exist in the range be-
tween the electroweak scale and the Plank scale, the Higgs mass will receive
contributions from higher-order corrections, and its small value could only
be explained if some basic parameters are unnaturally fine-tuned to a large
precision. During the last decades, many new physics theories have been pro-
posed to solve some of the shortcomings of the Standard Model, or to explain
additional phenomena like dark matter or the baryon asymmetry of the uni-
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verse [30]. Examples of such theories are Supersymmetry [31], new dynamics
modelled on the strong force, the existence of extra space-time dimensions [32],
etc. Signatures for these theories include excesses in events with high invari-
ant masses of final-state particles, missing transverse momenta, isolated high
pT leptons, very energetic photons and jets. To extend the search of new
physics beyond the current limits, higher energies and luminosities are needed,
and even in the case of a positive signal, the data from the LHC may not be
enough to separate di↵erent models.
1.6.1 Contact Interactions
A possible signature of the presence of new physics may be indicated by contact
interactions. This term refers to an interaction mediated by a particle whose
mass is much higher than the energy scale of available in the collision, but that
would manifest itself in a modification of the cross-section for high invariant
masses. The scale of new physics is indicated by the value ⇤ [33] [34]. A
quark-quark scattering process can be modified by this additional interaction,
leading to a modification of the final-state invariant mass distribution. Dijet
production at high pT for SM QCD is dominated by t-channel gluon exchange.
Figure 1.9 shows two additional processes, where a new heavy particle of mass
M , similar to the scale of new physics, ⇤, is exchanged either in s-channel or t-
channel. For values of this mass much larger than the dijet invariant mass, the
two diagrams can be approximated by a single four-legs contact interaction,
indicated by the diagram at the bottom. The traditional parametrisation of
the interaction Lagrangian is:
L = 2⇡
⇤2
[⌘LL(q¯L 
µqL)(q¯L µqL)+
⌘RR(q¯R 
µqR)(q¯R µqR)+
2⌘RL(q¯R 
µqR)(q¯L µqL)
(1.11)
where the parameter ⌘ij (i and j can take the values Left or Right), de-
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fines the coupling of this new interaction to either left-handed or right-handed
quarks [35].
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At a   scale, new physics beyond the standard model has significantly larger energy than 
maximum energy of collider. This new physics can be formed as contact interactions, with a 
four fermions vertex Lagrangian. 
It is more clear with Feynman diagrams which illustrates two possible kinds of event 
involving new physics at the quark or sub-quark level (Figure 1.5). In the upper diagram, an 
s-channel represents the quark substructure, and the t-channel on right shows exchange of a 
force carrier. The invariant mass of hard interaction,M, is of the same order as  . In the 
bottom diagram, as M is much larger than  , the internal propagator essentially disappears 
and both types of interaction appear as a contact interaction.  
 
Figure 1.5: contact interaction 
 
The concept of contact interaction is not only searching for fermion substructure but also it is 
used in discovery of other new physics process such as additional heavy gauge bosons or 
extra-dimensional graviton exchange. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.9: In the top diagrams, a s-channel illustrates the quark substructure
(left) and t-channel represents exchange of a force carrier (right).The bottom
Feynman diagram shows for contact interaction.
The experimental signature for contact interactions would be an increase in
dijet production in the high-invariant mass region, but no resonant structure
is predicted.
Chapter 2
LHC and the ATLAS
experiment
2.1 Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, a particle physics research centre
established in 1954, is the largest and highest energy particle accelerator in
the world. It is designed to research on fundamental interactions, describe the
behaviour of fundamental particles and new physics.
In this chapter, it is outlined the design of the LHC and ATLAS detector
in section 2.2 and considered the 2.3 since I have been worked on the ATLAS.
The parts of ATLAS, which are the inner Detector (subsection 2.3.1), the
calorimetry (subsection 2.3.2), the muon spectrometer (subsection 2.3.3) are
focused. Interesting events are selected using a trigger system (Section 2.4).
The collected data is compared with theory prediction. To make theory-based
predictions. Monte Carlo (MC) event generators (section 2.6) are used for
running experiments and help preparation, for future experiments.
2.2 The LHC
In the collider, two high-energy proton beams are accelerated to 99.99999% of
the speed of light in an almost circular tunnel spanning 27 kilometres. The
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two beams travel in separate beam pipes, and collide with a peak crossing rate
of 20 MHz, with bunches of protons interacting every 50 nanoseconds in 2012
at four di↵erent intersection points.
The superconducting magnet system steers the beam around the ring. Its
dipole magnets are operated at 8.3 T which is more than 150,000 times the
Earths magnetic field. In order to conduct electricity e ciently without resis-
tance or loss of energy, the cables of the electromagnets’ coils are made of an
alloy of niobium and titanium, kept at a temperature -271.3 C. The LHC con-
tains thousands of magnets, used for di↵erent purposes. While dipole magnets
are used to bend the beams, the beams are focused by quadrupole magnets at
regular intervals [36].
The LHC collisions were performed at an unprecedented centre-of-mass
energy of 7 TeV for an instantaneous luminosity of 1034cm 2s 1 in 2010 and
2011. The proton energy in 2012 was increased to centre-of-mass energy of 8
TeV. The machine did shut down in 2013 and 2014, and then the energy of
the accelerator increased to 13 TeV in 2015.
As illustrated in Figure 2.1, four main detectors are located in large caverns
around the collision points of the LHC, A Large Toriodal ApparatuS (ATLAS),
the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), LHCbeauty (LHCb) and Large heavy Ion
Collider Experiment (ALICE). ATLAS and CMS have been built to investigate
a wide range of physics and to independently confirm any new discoveries
made [36].
2.3 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector has been designed to understand matter, forces, the
origin of mass and to discover new particles beyond the Standard Model such
as supersymmetric particle or exotic dark matter candidates. ATLAS located
at the LHC Point 1 is a complex detector with an inner tracker, a calorimeter
system and external muon chambers. It is 46 m long, 25 meters in diameter,
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Figure 2.1: Overview schematic of the LHC represents the four main detectors
and the two ring structure of the LHC [37].
and weights about 7000 tonnes; it has nearly 3000km of cabling.
In ATLAS, a right-handed coordinate system is used. The x-axis is aligned
to the middle of the LHC ring, y-axis is aligned vertically upwards, and the z-
axis points to the beam direction. The definition of pseudo-rapidity of particles
is
⌘ =  ln

tan
✓
2
 
(2.1)
where the polar angle ✓ and azimuthal angle   are measured with respect
to the z axis. Pseudo-rapidity ⌘ is used instead of the rapidity, y, at higher
energy because y tends to ⌘ in the massless particle limit. Rapidity depends
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on particle E and momentum pz in the z-axis as
y =
1
2
ln
✓
E + pz
E   pz
◆
(2.2)
The magnetic field in ATLAS is comprised of a solenoid coil near the inter-
action point and a large toroidal magnet system in the Muon detector. ATLAS
has a total of 11 large magnets: a central solenoid, eight external large mag-
nets whose combination produces a toroidal field (hence the name), and two
forward-backward toroids. These magnetic fields provide a measurement of
the particles charge and their momenta.
There are three main calorimeter systems, ECAL (electromagnetic calorime-
ter), HCAL (hadronic calorimeter), and FCAL (forward calorimeters) as pic-
tured in Figure 2.2. The general purpose of the calorimeters is to measure
the energy of both charged and neutral particles, the showers from electrons
and photons in the electromagnetic calorimeter and those from hadrons in
the hadronic calorimeter. As muons pass through these layers of the detec-
tor as minimally ionising particles, the calorimeters are surrounded by muon
chambers to measure the properties of these muons.
2.3.1 Inner Detector
In the inner detector charged particle are detected and, their momenta and
charge are measured. It has a total length 7 m and a radius of 1.15 m, and is
located inside the central solenoid magnet. It consists of silicon pixel detectors
closest to the interaction point, the semiconductor tracker (SCT), and a straw
tube transition radiation tracking detector (TRT) aligned with the beam direc-
tion as shown in Figure 2.3. The materials are relatively thin and low density
because particle do not scatter too much and pass through. The detectors are
comprised of the barrel and end-cap components for each of three sub-systems
of the inner detector.
The silicon pixel detectors and the semiconductor tracker (SCT):
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Figure 2.2: A cut-away view of the ATLAS detector [38].
The silicon pixel detector has a length of ⇠1.3m and is made of 3 barrel
layers near the beam pipe, 2x3 disks in the forward direction and readout
channels. The semiconductor tracker consists of eight layers of silicon micro-
strip detectors.Both detectors work in similar way and purpose. As charged
particle goes through, it liberates e . This e  moves to strip in SCT/pixel.
It makes electric current as signal. The signal is used for information about
track of particle [40].
The straw tube transition radiation tracking detectors: TRT is
located between the solenoid and the silicon tracker. It consist of ’straw’ drift
tubes containing a Xe-CO2-O2 gas mixture. Charged particle pass through
and it makes photon produce. Photon interacts with molecules in gas, free e 
moves to be measured as electric current. TRT also provides e /⇡  separation.
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the ATLAS Inner Detector, with labels and dimensions
[39].
2.3.2 The Calorimetry
The calorimeter system stops particles and, absorbs and measures energy of
particles generated in a collision for particle identification. Neutral particles
which cannot be detected in the tracking systems are only identified by mea-
suring their energy deposits in the calorimeter.
The ATLAS calorimeters is sampling calorimeters and consist of absorber
and active materials. When particle meet absorber, it interacts with material
and start showers losing its energy. If absorber was not used, the calorimeter
would be very large. The active material produces the detectable signal. There
are three regions of the ATLAS calorimeter. The central region is defined
within an ⌘ range of |⌘| < 2.5. The end-cap region is defined within the
range 2.5 < |⌘| < 3.2. Finally, the forward region is defined in the range
3.1 < |⌘| < 4.9.
The calorimeter system measures both electromagnetic and hadronic show-
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ers that start outside of the inner detector. Electromagnetic showers are much
narrower than hadronic ones because less process are involved in their de-
velopment, on the other hand EM showers penetrate much more material.
Therefore, the electromagnetic calorimeter is placed inside of the hadronic
calorimeter [41].
Figure 2.4: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimetry [41].
A layout of the calorimeter is shown in Figure 2.4. The thickness of the
barrel of the EM calorimeter is more than 22 radiation length of the EM
showers, X0, (24 X0 in the end-caps). The depth of the hadronic calorimeter
is 9.7 nuclear interaction lengths,  , in the barrel and 10  in the end-caps.
The amount of material as a function of pseudorapidity is shown in terms of
radiation lengths in Figure 2.5.
Electromagnetic calorimeter: The Electromagnetic Calorimeter allows
to measure the energy of particles such as electrons and photons. In addi-
tion to measuring the energy of electromagnetic showers, the ECAL provides
discrimination between electrons and hadrons using the shower shape and pen-
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Figure 2.5: Cumulative amount of material in the ATLAS detector, in units of
interaction length,  , as a function of |⌘|. The coverage from each individual
calorimeter component is shown separately, while the sections closest to the
interaction point, which are not instrumented for calorimetry, are shown in
brown [42].
etration.
The ECAL is a lead-Liquid Argon(LAr) detector with accordion-shaped
electrodes and lead absorber plates over its full coverage. The reasons for the
use of this technology are its radiation tolerance, intrinsic linear behaviour,
and the stability of the response in time. The working principle of ECAL is
that particles in the electromagnetic shower pass through material, it ionises
atoms and negative charged e  and positive charged ions. e  drift through the
LAr driven by electric field. The signal is derived from this e  current. The
current is digitised and recorded.
The ECAL consists of a barrel region around the inner detector cavity and
two end-cap regions formed of outer wheels covering the region (1.375 < |⌘| <
2.5) , the inner wheels (2.5 < |⌘| < 3.2) and the forward region ( 3.1 < |⌘| <
4.9). The dead material of the central solenoid is in front of the ECAL, limiting
its energy resolution.
Hadronic calorimeter: Hadrons such as protons, pions or neutrons are
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detected in the hadronic calorimeter. There are four di↵erent regions in
the hadronic calorimeter: the barrel ( |⌘| < 0.8), the extended barrel (0.8
< |⌘| < 1.7), both of which are made of tile of scintillator(active mate-
rial)/steel(absorber) sampling calorimeters, the hadronic end-cap (HEC; 1.5
< |⌘| < 3.2), and the hadronic forward calorimeter, FCal, which uses LAr/W
modules. The LAr(active material) hadronic calorimeters are made with a
copper absorber rather than lead. The LAr technology is chosen because of
its intrinsic radiation hardness at larger rapidities [42].
In hadronic calorimeter, particles interact with atom nuclei starting hadron
shower in the absorber. This shower causes to radiate light and long optical
fibres carry light to photomultiplier tubes to convert to electric currents.
2.3.3 Muon spectrometer
Muons penetrate through the calorimeters and fly towards the outermost part
of ATLAS, the Muon detector. When muons pass through the spectrometer,
they create electrical pulses in the wires. Muon positions can be found mea-
suring the electrical pulse timing. The trajectories of muons are measured in
order to identify their direction, their electric charge and their momentum.
The magnetic field produced by the huge toroidal coils interleaved with the
muon chambers allows the muon momentum to be measured more accurately
than in the trackers [43].
It consists of thousands of long tubes filled with gas and thin read-out
drivers, and is located in the outermost part of ATLAS. The spectrometer has
one barrel and two end-cap components.
2.4 Trigger system
LHC is designed with a bunch crossing rate of⇠20 MHz, but the data recording
system is limited to a maximal rate of about 1 kHz at the final High-Level
Trigger, so most of the events produced in the collisions cannot be recorded,
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and a very strong real-time selection is needed. Usually, low pT events are
considered to be less interesting, and are those more likely rejected. The system
that decides which events to keep and which to reject is called trigger [44].
The trigger system consists of both hardware and software components. In
ATLAS it is divided in three levels: Level-1 (hardware based), Level 2 and
event filter (EF) which form the software-based High Level Trigger(HLT). A
flow chart of the ATLAS trigger system is shown in Figure 2.6. Each of trigger
levels have di↵erent selection criteria to allow events to pass to the next step
at a rate that can be handled. If an event satisfies all criteria at any trigger
level it is accepted. For some event topologies, even the requirement of passing
all three trigger levels would lead to a too large rate. To maintain the rate to
acceptable levels, these triggers are “prescaled“, namely only a fraction of the
events passing the trigger selections are actually stored for o✏ine analysis.
A more detailed description of each trigger level follows:
Trigger Level-1: The Level-1 trigger uses information coming from the
calorimeter and muon detectors. It needs to decide in ⇠2 micro-seconds on
whether events should pass or not to the next level. This time includes the
latency of cables between the detector and the trigger logic. The output of
Level-1 is a number of Regions of Interest (RoIs), containing muon-candidate
tracks or clusters of energy depositions in the calorimeter, to be used by the
HLT. The read-out drivers carry the information about the RoIs to the HLT;
if there are no RoIs, then the event is rejected. Incoming data is held in
memory through pipelined front-end electronics during the Level-1 decision
time. Events containing high pT leptons, jets, photons and high EmissT or
EtotalT are identified through the L1 trigger, reducing the event rate from 20
MHz to ⇠70 kHz.
High-Level Trigger: The High Level Trigger(HLT), Level-2 and EF, are
software running on a CPU farm near the detector. The event rate is decreased
to ⇠6.5 kHz by the Level 2 using reconstructed electrons, jets, photons and
muons. If a Level 2 trigger algorithm accepts an event, it passes to the EF.
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Figure 2.6: ATLAS trigger system [45].
This trigger reads out the full event information and makes a final decision
about whether the event is stored or not on disk in ⇠2 seconds. The events
rate is reduced to ⇠600 Hz.
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2.5 Luminosity
The number of events occurring for a given process per unit of time is connected
to the cross-section   by the relation
L = 1
 
dN
dt
(2.3)
where L is called the luminosity. This quantity depends on the properties
of the beam with the relation
L = n1fn2
4⇡ x y
(2.4)
where f is the rotation frequency of the beam, n1 and n2 are the number
of particles in each per brunch.  x and  y are respectively the RMS width of
the beam in the horizontal and vertical directions [46]. To increase luminosity,
the width of the beam can be reduced, or the number of protons/bunches in
each bunch increased. Increasing luminosity results in more collisions, but
if the number of colliding bunches is not increased, will result in increasing
the number of collisions in the same bunch crossing (a phenomenon known
as pileup), making the interpretation of the results more di cult. Figure 2.7
shows the luminosity delivered by the LHC and that recorded by the ATLAS
detector during the 2010, 2011 and 2012 proton-proton data-taking periods.
2.6 Monte Carlo Generators
The Monte Carlo method gets its name from the use of random numbers, like
the roulette games of the famous casino. To produce events directly compa-
rable to data, two steps are needed: event generation and detector simula-
tion [47]. In the generation step, particle level information is produced using
theoretical and phenomenological models. The event generators provide the
cross-section of various physics process in a defined kinematic region. Events
are produced by randomly selecting from the available phase space using ran-
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Figure 2.7: Cumulative luminosity versus time delivered to (green), and
recorded by ATLAS (yellow) during stable beams and for pp collisions at 7 TeV
centre-of-mass energy in 2010 (top left) and 2011 (top right) and pp collisions
at 8 TeV centre-of-mass energy in 2012 (bottom) in ATLAS detector [46].
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dom numbers.
The four main steps for simulating events using a generator are shown in
Figure 2.8; the hard scatter, initial and final state radiation, hadronisation and
the subsequent hadronic decays.
MC event production starts with a basic subprocess coming from a highly
energetic collision of initial-state particles. For instance, a pair of gluons or a
light quark-antiquark from incoming protons collide and generate a top quark-
antiquark pair. The generator evolves particles until a stable final state, with
a proper lifetime longer than ct > 10mm. The particles at hadron level are
propagated through a detector simulation program based on the GEANT4
[48] code within the ATLAS simulation framework. This software simulates a
model of the ATLAS detector, including e↵ects such as particle ionisation in
the trackers, energy deposition in the calorimeters, intermediate decays and
interactions with non-detecting material.
Figure 2.8: Sketch of a hadron-hadron collision as simulated by a Monte-Carlo
event generator [47].
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Several MC generators exist for the vast majority of processes of interest in
the LHC, di↵ering in the order of perturbative expansion, in the approach to
multiple final states, and the approximation made to account for the missing
calculations. Also di↵erent can be hadronisation, the treatment of Multiple
Parton Interactions which is semi hard interaction comparing to first one in
same collision, the colour reconnection models and parton showering. The
generators can be interfaced with di↵erent sets of PDF.
2.6.1 Pythia
Pythia is a general-purpose event generator and produces 2 ) 2 LO(Leading
Order) pQCD matrix elements followed by a pT -ordered parton shower based
on the string model. Currently, two versions of Pythia are used: Pythia 6 [27],
the Fortran version, and Pythia 8 [49], the C++ implementation. They dif-
fer among other things in their approach to parton shower: Pythia 6 can use
with virtuality which is set by some momentum transfer scale Q of the hard
subprocess or transverse momentum as the evolution variable, while Pythia
8 can generate the dipole showering which also takes into account soft gluon
coherence. The Lund string model is applied in both of them to describe
hadronization and the underlying event which occurs mainly from multiple
parton interactions. A set of tuning parameters can be modified to repro-
duce measurements of jets shapes, azimuthal decorrelations etc. performed at
previous experiments like CDF and D0.
2.6.2 Alpgen
Alpgen is a generator for producing LO matrix elements with hard multi-
parton process up to six partons in the final state. It is used for final states
where several well separated hard jets can be present. Events are produced at
the parton level, taking into account the full information on their colour and
flavour structure, allowing for the evolution of the partons into fully hadronised
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final states. These partons have to be interfaced with a subsequent parton-
shower and hadronisation code, like Pythia [50].
2.6.3 Next-to-Leading-Order Theoretical Predictions
Theorists are able to calculate almost all processes at NLO in powers of ↵s.
In this thesis, NLOJet++ is used for measurement of the inclusive-jet cross-
section using a low µ Run.
NLOJet++
The NLOJET++ program is not a proper MC event generator, but an an-
alytical code that can explicitly calculate leading and next-to-leading order
cross-sections, containing 2!2 virtual-loop correction and 2!3 real emission.
It can also generate events, but only at parton level, requiring the use of non-
perturbative corrections to compare these results with data.
This code can be interfaced with the APPLgrid software [51], which stores
the perturbative coe cients of the theoretical calculation in a two-dimensional
grids, allowing fast calculations of the NLO QCD cross-section for any parton
density function (PDF), and any value of the strong coupling (↵s), and any
value of the renormalisation and factorisation scale. It therefore allows the
computation of the three main sources of uncertainty for a theory prediction.
Several PDF sets such as CT10 [52], HERAPDF15 NLO EIG, MSTW2008nlo68cl
[53], MMHT2014 PDF [54], and NNPDF21 100 [55] are used in the measure-
ment of the inclusive-jet cross-section. The uncertainties on the strange and
bottom quark masses is included in MSTW 2008, while NNPDF21 and HER-
APDF15 also have the uncertainties of strange-quark fraction and a Q2 cut.
Non-perturbative corrections
As mentioned above, NLOJet++ calculations can only provide parton-level
cross sections. To compare these prediction with data, the output from NLO-
Jet++ should be corrected for hadronization and underlying events e↵ects,
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using the so-called non-perturbative corrections. They are derived from LO
MC generators like Pythia, and are applied on a bin-by-bin basis. The correc-
tion is done according to the following steps:
• a leading-order Monte Carlo such as Pythia or Herwig produces final
distributions with and without hadronisation and underlying event
• the ratio between final distributions with and without hadronisation and
underlying event is taken
• The ratio between these two distributions is then multiplied by the Next-
to-Leading Order distribution from NLOJet++.
In order to allow an estimation of the uncertainty, several di↵erent leading
order Monte Carlos codes and sets of hadronisation parameters are used in
the determination of these non-perturbative corrections. The main Monte
Carlo tunes used in this analysis are pythia6 P2012, pythia6 AUET2BLO,
herwigpp CTEQEE4 [56].
Chapter 3
Measurement of the inclusive-jet
cross-section using a low µ Run
3.1 Introduction
Jet production is the dominant high transverse-momentum process at the LHC.
Measuring the inclusive cross-section is important to study high order QCD ,
to extract information about the structure of the proton, the strong coupling
constant ↵s and physics beyond the Standard Model. With the increased
energy and integrated luminosity of the 2012 run, the LHC allowed testing
previously unexplored regions of phase space for jets with high pT . However
higher luminosity came at the price of an increased number of collisions per
bunch-crossing, and in 2012 for each high-pT event there were on average
about 30 simultaneous other proton collisions, making jet calibration and the
determination of a proper jet energy scale (JES) more di cult, especially at
low transverse momenta.
Thanks to the increased accuracy of jet calibration in energy scale, the jet
cross section measurement in 2012 is expected significantly more precise with
respect to the previous measurement at 7 TeV. However, due to presence of
large pile-up uncertainties at low pT jet, it is di cult to improve the precision
below transverse momenta of about 100 GeV. For this reason, normal high
luminosity run have been used in 2012 to measure inclusive jet cross-section
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while the low-pT region, with jet transverse momenta down to 25 GeV, has
been measured using the special low µ 1 runs when pileup was much smaller.
This thesis work describes the low pT analysis performed on the special runs,
that has been combined with the high transverse momentum part measured
by Gagik Vardanyan.
3.2 Cross-section Definition
Jets produced in proton-proton collisions at
p
s = 8 TeV are reconstructed
using the anti-kt clustering algorithm, with both jet size parameters of 0.4 and
0.6. The recombination scheme, which is a set of a rules for obtaining the
four-momentum of a jet from its constituents, is taken. In the measurements,
experimental detector e↵ects are removed using Monte Carlo simulation. The
measurements are defined by the inclusive jet cross-sections obtained from the
stable particles entering the ATLAS detector. The stable particles are defined
as those with a proper lifetime longer than ct > 10mm after the hadronisation
process. This definition also includes muon and neutrinos. All jets within
an acceptance of |y2| < 3.0 and pT >15 GeV are considered. The double-
di↵erential cross sections for inclusive jets measured as a functions of jet pT
and rapidity is defined as:
d2 
dpTdy
=
1
✏L
N
 pT y
(3.1)
where L is the integrated luminosity, N is the number of events in the
jet pT and rapidity bin, and ✏ is the selection e ciency. The cross-section is
measured in six rapidity bins of |y| between 0.0 and 3.0, each with a width of
0.5. The measurement are unfolded to particle level (consisting of final-state
particles before detector e↵ects), accounting for the e↵ects of hadronization
and the underlying event in addition to the hard scatter.
1µ is the average number of collisions per brunch crossing.
2The rapidity is y = 12 ln
⇣
E+pz
E pz
⌘
where pz is the momentum of the jet in the direction
of the beam line and E is the energy of the jet.
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3.3 Data-set used
The jet cross section measurements uses the 2012 data-set of proton-proton
collisions with data periods between A2 and A6. Two di↵erent runs have been
used in the analysis. They will be called the no pile-up run, with µ =⇠ 0.5 and
the low µ run, where 1.4 < µ < 1.6 and 4 < µ < 6. The accelerator was run
on the no pile-up run at reduced instantaneous luminosities, in correspondence
to a Van der Meer scan [57], where the beam has been swept transversally to
measure its profile, and eventually calibrate the luminosity; this run was taken
on April 12, 2012. A low µ run was taken on 16-17 of April 2012. The total
luminosity of the no pile-up and low mu runs is 193 nb 1. The preliminary
uncertainty on this luminosity is ±10% based educated guesses for the no
pile-up run, while it is ±2.8% for the low µ run [46]. The data using in this
analysis are required to have good detector status and data quality defined by
the standard Good Run List (GRL)3 for period A2 to A6 [58].
The run 200805 is called no pile up run is so small (µ=⇠0.5) that no ad-
ditional pile-up interactions are present. For that special run, the calorimeter
noise thresholds used to build the topological cluster have been decreased and
correspond only to the electronic noise. A special Monte Carlo simulation for
this run has been produced at same conditions with data.
The runs 201351 and 201383 are called low µ since some pile-up is present
but much smaller than during the rest of the year. The nominal calorimeter
conditions where the noise thresholds correspond to the electronic noise are
added in quadrature to the pile-up noise. The inclusive jet cross-section is
measured in the transverse momentum range where 25-45GeV using the no
pile-up run, while the pT range between 45 and 100 GeV is measured using
the low µ run. The reason of using no pile-up run between 25-45GeV is lack
of statistic at pT > 45GeV. Therefore, the low µ run has been added pT >
45GeV to have su cient statistics.
3Good Run List files tells which luminosity blocks to exclude to have “good“ data.
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3.4 Event Selection
The requirements for the events to be considered for the inclusive jet cross-
section measurement are described as follows:
Primary vertex :
Events from cosmic-ray muons and other non-collision backgrounds are
removed by requiring that good events must have at least one primary
vertex consistent with the beam-spot position, and that at least two
tracks are associated to it. This requirement is necessary for identifying
pile-up vertices for the jet calibration [59].
LAr and Tile read-out error requirements : Events are rejected if they
contain errors in the read-out of the Lar and Tile calorimeters or noise
bursts in the LAr calorimeter, as recommended by the ATLAS data
preparation group [60].
Incomplete data events: Events are rejected using the coreFlags4 variable,
if they have incomplete or corrupted data.
Trigger Selection: Events must satisfy trigger selection. The integrated lu-
minosity per used trigger is summarised in Table 3.1.
Trigger Luminosity µb 1
EF mbMbts 2 NoAlg5 113.54
EF j15 a4tchad 54314.8
EF j45 a4tchad 93252.8
Table 3.1: Trigger selection, Luminosity for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 and R =
0.6 are shown
4The coreFlags is defined as event flag for each core sub-detector.
5EF mbMbts 2 NoAlg: A minimum Bias trigger provides the primary requirement for
selecting events from real collisions with the smallest bias. It requires at least two hits in the
MBTS (Minimum Bias Trigger Scintillators) detectors, placed before the calorimeter endcap.
EF j15 a4tchad: requires at least a jet with transverse energy (ET ) above 15 GeV
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GRLs cut: The run should belong to a GRLs to have good data.
The number of events remaining after the above selection criteria is shown
in table 3.2 for the no pile-up run and 3.3 for the low-mu run. The larError,
tileError, coreFlags cuts are negligible in the both runs.
No Pile-up Run
Event-level cut Number of Event
Total 1.161687e+07
larError, tileError,coreFlags 1.161687e+07
primary vertex requirement 9.42992e+06
Good Run List (GRL) 1.14828e+07
Trigger 9.0433e+06
After all cut 8.18242e+06
Table 3.2: Events for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.4 are applied
selection criteria for no pile-up run.
Low Pile-up Run
Event-level cut Number of Event
Total 9.540106e+06
larError, tileError,coreFlags 9.540106e+06
primary vertex requirement 9.52437e+06
Good Run List (GRL) 9.5372e+06
Trigger 7.73205e+06
After all cut 7.72355e+06
Table 3.3: Events for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.4 are applied
selection criteria for low µ-run.
3.5 Jet Selection
The energy measurement is not accurate in some regions such as the transition
between the barrel and end-cap, and the other problematic calorimeter regions.
Jets in problematic calorimeter regions are known as ”ugly”, and not well
at the EF. “a4tchad“ means that jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with
topological cell energy clusters as signal input with a radius of R=0.4
EF j45 a4tchad: requires a jet the same characteristics as the previous case, but
transverse energy (ET ) above 45 GeV.
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measured. The energy coming either from TileGap3, the transition region
between the barrel and end-cap, or from known dead cells, which are assigned
an energy value based on the values of their neighbouring cells cause to exist
”ugly” jets.
Moreover, jets called as “bad“ are not associated to real energy deposits in
the calorimeters. Some hardware problems (HEC spike, EM coherent noise)
LHC beam conditions and cosmic-ray showers can cause bad jets [61]. In this
measurement, the “BadLoose“ and “Ugly“ cut are used to remove these kind of
jets for avoiding the above problems and missing tails due to detector failures.
The ine ciency is a very small(<0.6%) and can be neglected [62].
Corrupted Tile Data Veto: The Tile calorimeter su↵ered from frequent
power supply trips during data taking. A dedicated procedure to identify
such events is provided by the Tile calorimeter system and these e↵ects
are corrected during the o✏ine reconstruction. However, for a short pe-
riod of time (run 211620-214553) and for one particular channel (A2 of
LBC24 at ⌘ =  0.15,   = 2.3) this algorithm did not work properly. The
problematic region is vetoed for the higher mu run on the jet level. This
specific correction is not applied for the low µ run and the no pile-up
run because the e↵ect of the remaining module on jet with low pT on
these two runs is negligible [63] and there is no no module mask as seen
in Figure 3.1.
Jets in both data and MC have to pass these two requirements for both
the no pileup and low-mu data-set. Additionally, pT and |y| cuts are applied
as in Table 3.4 for the no pile-up run and 3.5 for the low µ run.
3.6 Jet Reconstruction and Calibration
Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4 or 0.6 (where
R is the radius of the circle in y-  phase space) using the FASTJET soft-
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Figure 3.1: The jet pseudo-rapidity and the jet azimuthal angle distribution
using reconstructed jets after event and jet selection cuts in data in R=0.4 for
no pile-up run (left) and low µ run (right).
No Pile-up Run
Jet-level cut(after event requirements) Number of Jets
Total jets passing the cuts 2.00796e+07
No badloose/ugly jets 1.99599e+07
Jets in |y| < 3.0 1.45608e+07
Jets with pT > 15 GeV 391415
Jets after cuts 312582
Table 3.4: Jets for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.4, are applied jet
selection criteria after event requirements for no pile-up run.
ware for both data and MC simulation. In ATLAS, jets are first reconstructed
from three-dimensional topological clusters at the electromagnetic (EM) scale
which corrects the jet energy to the energy deposited by an electromagnetic
shower. Each topo-cluster is built from a seed calorimeter cell with |Ecell| > 4 ,
where   is the RMS of the noise of that cell. Adjacent cells are iteratively
added to the topo-cluster if they satisfy the condition |Ecell| > 2 . As a last
step, the topo-cluster defined from the outer layer of all surrounding cells and
added. To improve the energy resolution for each topo-cluster, a local cali-
bration(LC) based on the topology of the calorimeter energy deposits is used.
Extra corrections are implemented reconstructing the energy deposits of elec-
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low µ Run
Jet-level cut (after event requirements) Number of Jets
Total jets passing the cuts 9.44021e+07
No badloose/ugly jets 9.4000016e+07
Jets in |y| < 3.0 8.17296e+07
Jets with pT > 15 GeV 1.48595e+07
Jets after cuts 1.29598e+07
Table 3.5: Jets for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.4, are applied
selection criteria after event requirements for low µ run.
tromagnetic calorimeter showers. Additional corrections are applied for dead
material, out-of-cluster losses for pions, and calorimeter response for hadronic
showers [62, 64]. For purpose of jets reconstruction, calorimeter clusters are
considered as massless particles with energy E =
P
Ecell and position at the
energy-weighted barycenter of the cells in the cluster and originating from the
geometrical centre of the ATLAS detector.
Jets are then calibrated to account for detector e↵ects (i.e energy loss in
dead material in front of the calorimeter or between calorimeter segments) and
to compensate for the lower calorimeter response to hadrons than to electrons
or photons using constants derived from MC, and depending on jet transverse
momentum and rapidity. The four-momenta of the reconstructed jets are
calibrated using the actual vertex position and additional number of vertexes
to get rid of pile-up e↵ects. The following description gives detail about the
corrections applied by the standard calibration tool [65].
• Pile-up energy correction: An o↵set is applied to correct jet energy
from the additional contribution due to pile-up events. There are two
steps to subtract additional energy because of pile-up interactions within
the same bunch crossing (in-time)6 due to events occurring in the same
6In-time: Additional proton-proton collisions in the same bunch-crossing as the collision
of interest.
Out-of-time pile-up: additional proton-proton collisions in bunch-crossings just before
and after the collision of interest. When detectors are sensitive to several bunch crossings
or their electronics integrate over more than 25 ns, these collisions can a↵ect the signal in
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bunches and in near-by bunch crossings (out-of-time) due to events oc-
curring in previous brunches [59].
– Event-by-event pile-up energy correction: At first step, the
correction is derived from MC. It is implemented as a function of
the jet pT density (⇢) per unit area and area of anti-kt jet (A)7 is
found for each event [66]. This correction is not used for the no
pileup run due to the non-existence of pile-up.
– Residual pile-up energy correction: After applying the jet area
correction, the second term removes the residual average pT induced
by pile-up interactions. This o↵-set correction depends on the ex-
pected number of additional collisions in the same crossing, µ, and
the total number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event
NPV(Number of Primary Vertex).
• Jet Direction Correction: The jet direction is changed to account for
the fact that the actual collision does not exactly occur in the geometri-
cal centre of the detector.
• Jet energy correction: To avoid instrumental e↵ects (calorimeter non-
compensation, additional dead material, out-of-cone e↵ects), a correction
is applied to the energy and the position of the jet. Additionally, the jet
energy is scaled to match that of particle-level in the MC simulation.
• Jet structure-based corrections: A “Global Sequential calibration”
(GSC) [62] correction is applied for fluctuations in the jet particle con-
tent using the topology of the calorimeter energy deposits and of the
tracks associated to jets. It is found that GSC does not change the jet
the collision of interest.
7The jet area (A) is a measurement of the susceptibility of the jet to pile-up with jet-by-jet
in the event
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energy in this measurement, but improves the resolution and reduces
the uncertainties. Its other impact is the sensitivity to jet fragmenta-
tion e↵ects such that di↵erences between quark- or gluon-initiated jets
is reduced.
• In-situ corrections for di↵erences between data andMonte Carlo
simulation: All previous corrections are based on MC, and they are
cross-checked using in-situ techniques to also correct for residual di↵er-
ences with data. In situ corrections are derived by comparing the results
of Z+jet, +jet, dijet and multi-jet balance techniques. The pT balance
between a photon or a Z boson and a jet is used to get the agreement of
the jet scale in the data with the one in the Monte Carlo [67].
3.7 Trigger Strategy
Data events are collected using di↵erent trigger requirements, where jets are
selected according to their pT and pseudorapidity ⌘. The central jet triggers,
which cover the pseudorapidity region |⌘| < 3.2 are used in this measurement.
The o✏ine cut requirement is that jets have |y| < 3.0. Therefore the jet energy
is fully measured by the central trigger towers. The trigger selection is not used
for the Monte Carlo simulation.
There are several independent trigger chains with di↵erent transverse en-
ergy (ET) thresholds defined by the presence of a jet with su cient ET at the
electromagnetic (EM) scale, i.e. the sum of the energy in the two calorimeters,
without corrections. To reduce the enormous rates of jet production, some of
the jet triggers are prescaled, meaning that only a (usually small) fraction of
the events passing the trigger requirements are actually stored. For instance,
EF j15 a4tchad is a prescaled trigger.
To avoid having to correct rapidly-rising e ciencies, triggers are used in the
region where their e ciency has a flat dependence on the jet transverse mo-
mentum, and is higher than 99.5%. For a given trigger, the trigger with the im-
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mediately lower threshold is used to measure the trigger e ciency curve (boot-
strap method). The e ciency is defined as the ratio between the number of
jets passing a given pT threshold divided by the number of jets triggered by the
fully e cient monitor trigger. To calculate the e ciency of EF j45 a4tchad,
EF j15 a4tchad is used as the fully e cient monitor trigger at pT >⇠25GeV.
In order to calculate the e ciency of the lowest threshold (EF j15
a4tchad) trigger, the minbias trigger has been used as a reference. This trigger
is 100 % e cient in the jet transverse momentum region of the EF j15 a4tchad
turn-on curve, so it will be an unbiased reference. Even if the minbias trigger
is present in the menu used by the low-mu run, there are no events passing it.
It is assumed that the trigger turn-on curves for the no-pileup and low-pileup
runs are the same, and the e ciency is computed on the latter. The e ciency
of the EF j15 trigger has been computed requiring jets to pass the conditions
pT > 15 GeV and |⌘| < 3.2 where the quantities computed by the EF system
are used in the cut. If at least one jet in the event passes these requirements,
the event is triggered. At second step, the pT distribution for jets passing this
trigger is defined as the numerator, and the pT distribution for all jets as the
denominator. Figure 3.2 shows the trigger e ciencies for the EF j15 a4chad
and EF j45 a4chad triggers in the central and forward region, for anti-kt jets
with R = 0.4. A fit is applied to the trigger e ciency curve using the function:
f(x) = a ERF(pT   b)/c),
where ERF is the standard error function8 and a, b, c are free parameters that
are connected respectively defined to the maximum e ciency in the plateau
region, the pT value where the e ciency reaches half its maximum value, and
the slope of the turn-on curve.
The trigger plateau is consistent with 100% and no correction is applied to
8The error function is defined: (2/
p
⇡)
R
exp( t2) dt.
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Figure 3.2: The e ciency of EF j15 a4chad and EF j45 a4chad trigger using
anti-kt jets with R=0.4 at 0.0  |y| < 0.5 and 2.5  |y| < 3.0
the e ciency in the regions of interest for the cross-section measurement. Each
trigger is used in a pT region where is fully e cient. Each event is weighted by
the average e↵ective luminosity recorded by each trigger. Table 3.6 summarises
the triggers used for each of the jet pT bins of the cross-section measurement.
Run Number Trigger pT range (GeV)
200805 EF mbMbts 2 NoAlg [68] 15-45
201351 EF j15 a4tchad 45-85
201383 EF j45 a4tchad > 85
Table 3.6: The trigger chains used for each run in the no pile-up and low µ
data-set for jets with R = 0.4. Indicated is also the transverse momentum
range of interest for that trigger.
The triggers used in the high-µ runs are shown in Table 3.7
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Trigger Luminosity (pb 1) pT ranges (GeV)
EF j360 a4tchad 20277.0 >478
EF j280 a4tchad 1164.7 376-478
EF j220 a4tchad 261.4 290-376
EF j180 a4tchad 78.8 240-290
EF j145 a4tchad 36.3 216-240
EF j110 a4tchad 9.8 172-216
EF j80 a4tchad 2.32 134-172
EF j55 a4tchad 0.44 100-134
Table 3.7: The trigger chains used for each run in the high mu data-set for
jets with R = 0.4. Indicated is also the total integrated luminosity and the pT
range where the trigger is applied.
3.8 Detector level Comparison
The unfolding of the experimental data, described in the next section, has been
performed using the Pythia8 Monte Carlo based on the AU2 tune; this Monte
Carlo has been interfaced with the CTEQ6L1 pdf set for the no pile-up run
and with the CT10 pdf set for the low µ run.
This choice of Monte Carlo corresponds to the standard ATLAS conditions
for 2012. Calorimeter cell noise thresholds corresponding to high µ run are used
for the low µ run. For the no-pileup run, a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation
has been used, with calorimeter noise thresholds set to near zero, corresponding
on the conditions used in data. The comparison between data and MC are
shown at detector level in Figure 3.3 for both separately no pile-up and low
µ runs. As expected from a leading order Monte Carlo, simulation does not
describe the absolute normalisation. However, the shape of the distribution
is reasonably well reproduced, apart from the high-pT region, not used in this
analysis. The data to Monte Carlo ratio is relatively smooth as a function of
the jet pT. It can be noticed that while measurement for the no-pileup run
has been extended down to a transverse momentum of 25 GeV, its statistical
uncertainties become large in the 100 GeV region.
Figure 3.4 compares the transverse momentum distributions from the Monte
Carlo simulations of the zero-pileup and the low µ runs at detector level. Two
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of reconstructed jet pT distributions in data to the
ones in the baseline MC simulation for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4 in the regions
0.0  |y| < 0.5 (left) and 2.5  |y| < 3.0 (right), for no pile-up (top row)
and low µ run (bottom row). The number of jets is normalised to the total
integrated luminosity. In the lower part of the figure the ratio between data
and MC simulation is shown.
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samples, produced at di↵erent momentum transfer, are combined: JZ1W9 and
JZ2W; their merging point occurs for transverse momenta around 70-85GeV.
The comparison between the jet transverse momentum distributions of the
two runs in data is shown in the same figure. The ratio plot at the bottom
indicates discrepancies of the order ⇠10% in the central ⌘ region, and of about
20% in the forward region. These discrepancies are similar to what is observed
comparing the Monte Carlo datasets simulated with di↵erent noise thresholds,
so some of them are expected to cancel out after the unfolding procedure has
been applied. It is also worth reminding that the luminosity uncertainty for
the no-pileup run is very large while the uncertainty of low µ run is 2.8%.
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Figure 3.4: Comparison between no pile-up run and low µ run in MC and data
using reconstructed jet pT distribution for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. In the
lower part of the figure the ratio between no pile-up run and low µ run in MC
simulation(black line) and data(red line) is shown.
9JZXW, X=0,...8. These samples are generated with flat statistics in (leading) truth jet
pT cut
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3.9 Unfolding
Detector e↵ects will change the measurement of specific variables with respect
to their “true“ value. The measurements will be a↵ected by acceptance, reso-
lution, detector behaviour, calibration and so on. These e↵ects can be included
in the MC simulation and the data result can be corrected by accounting for
them. The removal of detector e↵ects from the measurement is known as un-
folding, and it allows comparison of the result directly with theory or with
other experiments. In the following, for a given variable the reconstructed dis-
tribution from the Monte Carlo can be represented as a histogram, projected
into a vector that will be called R, while the truth-level distribution can be
expressed by a vector called T . The vector holding the reconstructed distribu-
tion from data will be called D, and the unfolded distribution (from data, but
after removing detector e↵ects) will be U .
Several methods are used to unfold detector e↵ects from experimental data.
The bin-by-bin method consists in taking the ratio between the truth level and
detector level distributions in the Monte Carlo R = D/T for the observable;
the unfolded distribution will be the bin-by-bin product of the data distribution
times the inverse of that ratio: U = DR 1. This method is correct only first
order since it does not account for bin-by-bin migrations and relies on perfect
description of data by MC. To overcome this limitations, iterative unfolding
methods have been developed.
3.9.1 Principles of Iterative Unfolding
An obvious extension of the bin-by-bin method described above would be re-
placing the vector ratio R with a transfer matrix M whose components Mi,j
represent the probability that the true observable is in bin i and the recon-
structed in bin j. So, by construction, D = MT ; the unfolded distribution
could be obtained by multiplying the data distribution by the inverse of M :
U = M 1D. The problem of this approach is that inverting large matrixes
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can lead to large instabilities and fluctuations, especially in the case of limited
statistics for the Monte Carlo used to build the transfer matrix. An alterna-
tive approach is the iterative Bayesian unfolding [69]. This method consists in
making an initial hypothesis on the truth-level distribution of the quantity to
be unfolded, that will be called vector T0. This initial truth-level quantity gets
multiplied by the transfer matrix M to obtain a first iteration of the recon-
structed distribution: R0 = MT0. This first distribution is compared to the
data histogram D, and the di↵erences propagated back to the initial truth-
level hypothesis, to obtain a second truth-level distribution T1. This modified
hypothesis is again multiplied by the transfer matrix, to obtain a second it-
eration of the reconstructed distribution, R1 = MT1, that is again compared
to data. The procedure continues until a satisfactory agreement is obtained
between the data distribution and the hypothetical detector-level one Rn. The
corresponding truth-level distribution Tn is taken as the unfolded distribution
U that will best reproduce the data after the application of detector e↵ects.
This technique has been shown to be able to perform a good unfolding of
complex distributions, but it can su↵er from large fluctuations as the number
of iterations increase. The iterative, dynamically stabilised (IDS) method [70]
is a modification of the original iterative unfolding, but it makes use of a
regularisation function, that reduces the amount of change in the successive
truth-level distributions Tn as the number of iterations n increases; it also
accounts for the fact that e ciency and purity correction derived by taking
the ratio of spectrum from matched events (at reconstruction level for e ciency
correction and particle level for purity correction) with that from all events.
This is the method used in this analysis.
The MC simulation can be used to construct a transfer matrix that relates
the reconstructed jet pT at detector-level to the one at particle-level, called
“truth jets” in the following, for a given jet rapidity bin. In the case of the
inclusive-jet distributions, each MC jet provides an entry in the transfer matrix.
The matching between the truth and the reconstructed jet is performed
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with the following algorithm:
• for each reconstructed jet the truth jet closest in  R is chosen.
• for each truth jet the reconstructed jet closest in  R is chosen.
• if the closest reconstructed jet to the truth jet i , is the reconstructed jet
j, and at the same time, the closest truth jet to the reconstructed jet j
is the truth jet i, and  R < 0.3, the jets are considered “pT -matched”.
• If the truth jet and the reconstructed jet are pT -matched and fall in the
same rapidity bin, they are considered “matched”.
• Truth jets that are not matched to a reconstructed jet are considered as
“unmatched truth jets”.
• Reconstructed jets that are not matched to a truth jet are considered as
“unmatched reconstructed jets”.
• if a truth jet is in a di↵erent rapidity bin than the pT -matched recon-
structed jet, the truth jet is considered “⌘-unmatched”.
• if a reconstructed jet is in a di↵erent rapidity bin than the pT -matched
truth jet, the reconstructed jet is considered “⌘-unmatched”.
The transfer matrix is filled with the matched jets only, and is shown in
Figure 3.5 for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. Truth jets that are pT -matched, but
⌘-unmatched, are shown in the upper slice of the histogram shown below the
transfer matrix. Reconstructed jets that are pT -matched, but ⌘-unmatched,
are shown in the right slice of the histogram shown on the left to the transfer
matrix. Finally, the pT -unmatched truth jets are shown in the lower slice of
the histogram below the transfer matrix. The pT -unmatched reconstructed jets
are shown in the left slice of the histogram on the left to the transfer matrix.
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Figure 3.5: Transfer matrix relating the true to the reconstruction jet trans-
verse momentum for anti-kt R=0.4 at 0.0  |y| < 0.5 and 2.5  |y| < 3.0.
The histograms to the left and below the transfer matrix show the number of
unmatched jets. First two plots are for the no pile-up run (top) and last two
ones (bottom) are for the low µ run.
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3.9.2 Unfolding Process
There are three steps in the unfolding procedure for the correction of the data
for resolution and e ciency e↵ects.
In the first step, the matching e ciency is calculated taking the ratio of the
reconstruction-level spectrum from matched events, obtained by a projection
of the transfer matrix, with the reconstruction-level spectrum from all events,
and the data spectrum is corrected for this e ciency. Figures 3.6 show the
matching e ciencies for the no pile-up and low µ runs. Their dependence on
transverse momentum is quite small, and as well as the absolute value of the
ine ciency. At a second stage, the unfolding is performed using using the
IDS method. As mentioned above the use of a transfer matrix accounts for
bin-to-bin migrations; migration probabilities are given by
Pi,j =
Ai,jP
k Ai,k
(3.2)
for a jet generated in a given bin i to be reconstructed in bin j. The truth
MC is re-weighted to the shape of the corrected data spectrum. Many itera-
tions of the matrix application procedure can be applied to decrease sensitivity
of the unfolded data to the shape of the initial hypothesis on the pT distri-
bution. However, for this particular analysis, one iteration is always su cient
to achieve convergence. The regularisation, preventing statistical fluctuations
from being amplified by the successive iterations, uses the significance of the
di↵erence between the data and the reconstructed jets pT spectrum in each
bin.
Finally, the unfolded spectrum is corrected by a set of purity factors, de-
rived by taking the ratio of the particle-level spectrum from matched events
to that from all events.
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Figure 3.6: The fraction of pT -matched truth jets with respect to total number
of truth jets in given pT bin for anti-kt jets for 0.0  |y| < 0.5 (left) and right
ones are 2.5  |y| < 3.0. First two plots (top) are for no pile-up and last two
ones (bottom) are for low µ run.
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3.9.3 Unfolded results for the no pile-up, low µ and high
mu runs
Figure 3.7 shows a comparison of unfolded jet transverse momentum spectrum
between the no-pileup and the low µ runs. A di↵erence between them is still
present after the unfolding, and is at the 20% level. It has to be recalled that
the luminosity uncertainty of the no-pileup run at the 10% level, and could
explain part of this discrepancy; jet calibration is also di↵erent due to the
di↵erent calorimeter conditions.
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Figure 3.7: Comparision between no pile-up and low µ run in unfolded data
at 0.0  |y| < 0.5 and right ones are 2.5  |y| < 3.0.
There is an overlap of three transverse momentum bins, in the region be-
tween 85 and 134 GeV. The comparison between the two measurements is
shown in figure 3.8. The agreement is quite reasonable, considering that sys-
tematic uncertainties are not yet accounted for. In the Atlas publication, the
boundary between them is set at 100 GeV, so low µ run results are used below
that transverse momentum value.
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Figure 3.8: The plots represent comparison between low µ and high mu run
at 0.0  |y| < 0.5 and right ones are 2.5  |y| < 3.0 in unfolded data.
3.10 Systematic and Statistical Uncertainties
The inclusive jet cross-section measurement is a↵ected by the following main
systematics e↵ects:
• jet energy scale calibration (JES)
• jet energy resolution (JER)
• jet angular resolution (JAR)
• unfolding bias
• luminosity
JES uncertainty a↵ects the measurement in the full phase space, since
a change in transverse momentum scale will move jets from one bin to the
other. If the jet energy resolution is di↵erent between data and Monte Carlo,
the correspondence between truth and reconstructed jet transverse momenta
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will be less precise, so migrations between bins is going to be a↵ected. If jet
angular resolution is badly described, migration between di↵erent rapidity bins
will occur. All these uncertainties are propagated to the unfolded distribution
by modifying the transfer matrix using Monte Carlo samples.
3.10.1 Uncertainty on Jet Energy Scale
The jet energy scale (JES) systematic uncertainty is the dominant one for
measurement of inclusive-jet cross-section using low µ run [65]. 66 individual
JES components are used that describe the correlations between the jet pT
and rapidity bins. A summary of all sources of jet energy scale uncertainties
is given in Table 3.8.
The JES systematics is derived from in situ pT-balance techniques where
the jet pT is balanced against a well measured objects, i.e. a photon and Z-
boson or a system of calibrated low-pT jets [71] [72]. For the calibration in
the central region Z+jet and  +jet events are used up to about jet pT of 1
TeV. For higher pT the multi-jet balance technique is used where a high-pT jet
is balanced against a system of well calibrated low-pT jets. For this highest-
pT , an uncertainty is derived from single particle response measurements in the
ATLAS detector and in the test-beam. The transfer from the JES uncertainties
in the central region to the forward region is performed using the dijet pT
balance technique where a jet in the central region balances a jet in the forward
region (Dijet ⌘-intercalibration) [72].
There are four components related to common sources on electron energy
measurements and the photon in the Z+jet and  +jet balance techniques. In
the Z+jet balance, an important role is played by the electron energy scale.
This is derived in situ using the Z-boson mass constraint. In addition, there
are three systematic uncertainty components related to the transport of the
electron energy scale uncertainty to the photon energy scale uncertainty; these
are related to the dead material in front of the LAr calorimeter, the electro-
magnetic scale in the LAr pre-sampler and the electron energy calibration.
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The suppression of energy induced by pile-up interactions plays an important
role in the JES calibration of the 2012 data-sets. For the jet area correction
techniques and for the residual jet energy o↵-set correction, two systematics
components encode the residual dependence on the number of reconstructed
vertices and the expected number of events <µ>. The residual dependence
on the jet pT is also considered. In addition, one JES uncertainty component
parameterises the di↵erence in the event density between data and the Monte
Carlo simulation [73].
The jet response depends on the fragmentation properties of the jets. In
particular, there is a variation for quark- and gluon-induced jets of a few
percent. Therefore, the fraction of quark- and gluon-induced jets in the event
sample induces an uncertainty. Thanks to the use of the GSC calibration, the
flavour response di↵erence is reduced.
As shown in the previous inclusive jet measurements [74], the treatment of
the detailed uncertainty components allows to consider in detail the correla-
tions among the various sources. All the components of the JES uncertainty
are propagated, using MC samples, through the unfolding procedure, taking
into account their correlations (each component is assumed 100% correlated
in pT of the jets) and asymmetries. For each component, all the jet pT values
are shifted up and down by one standard deviation and the observable recon-
structed; the two resulting spectra are unfolded, and the outputs are compared
with the nominal unfolded spectrum. The di↵erence between the output(up or
down) and nominal unfolded spectrum gives the uncertainty for each compo-
nent(up/down). A summary of all sources of jet energy scale uncertainties and
the other common uncertainty sources; JAR,JER,unfolding discussed above is
given in Table 3.8.
3.10.2 Uncertainty of Jet Energy Resolution
The fractional uncertainty on the jet pT resolution is derived in situ using
dijet pT balance and the bisector method and through comparison with MC
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Name N Description
Z+jet balance 1
syst JES Zjet MuScale 1 Muon momentum scale
syst JES Zjet MuSmearID 1 Muon momentum resolution in inner detector
syst JES Zjet MuSmearMS 1 Muon momentum resolution in muon detector
syst JES Zjet Veto 1 Radiation suppression due to second jet cut
syst JES Zjet dPhi 1 Variation of the fully balance event selection
syst JES Zjet MC 1 MC generator
syst JES Zjet KTerm 1 Contribution of soft particles outside the jet cone
syst JES Zjet JVF 1 Jet selection from JVF pile-up jet suppression
syst JES Zjet Stati 11 Statistical uncertainty for each of the 11 bins
 +jet balance
syst JES Gjet Veto 1 Radiation suppression due to second jet cut
syst JES Gjet dPhi 1 Variation of the fully balance event selection
syst JES Gjet Generator 1 MC generator uncertainty
syst JES Gjet OOC 1 Contribution of soft particles outside the jet cone
syst JES Gjet Purity 1 Photon purity (background from multi-jet events)
syst JES Gjet Stati 13 Statistical uncertainty for each of the 13 bins
Multi-jet balance
syst JES MJB Alpha 1 Angle between leading jet and recoil system
syst JES MJB Beta 1 Angle between leading jet and closest sub-leading jet
syst JES MJB Fragmentation 1 Jet fragmentation modelling uncertainty
syst JES MJB Asym 1 pT asymmetry selection between leading jet and sub-leading jet
syst JES MJB Threshold 1 Jet pT threshold
syst JES MJB Stati 10 Statistical uncertainty for each of the 10 bins
Common sources in Z+jet and  +jet balance
syst JES LArEsmear 1 Photon and electron energy resolution in in situ balance
syst JES LArESmaterial 1 Photon energy scale due to dead material in front of LAr
syst JES LArESpresampler 1 Photon energy scale from pre-sampler calibration
syst JES LArESZee 1 Photon energy scale from electron energy scale in Z+jet balance
Dijet ⌘-intercalibration
syst JES EtaIntercalibration Modelling 1 Generator modelling uncertainty in ⌘-intercalibration
syst JES EtaIntercalibration TotalStat 1 Statistical uncertainty
high-pT jets syst JES SingleParticle HighpT 1 High-pT calibration from single particle response
Pile-up substraction technique
syst JES NPVO↵set 1 Pile-up o↵-set substraction for primary vertices
syst JES MuO↵set 1 Pile-up o↵-set substraction for number of expected interactions
syst JES Pileup Pt term 1 Pile-up jet area substraction technique pT -term
syst JES Pileup Rho topology 1 Pile-up jet area substraction technique event density uncertainty
Common source in jet calibration 1
syst JES Flavour Comp 1 Quark/gluon jet composition di↵erence various MC generators
syst JES Flavour Response 1 Quark/gluon jet response di↵erence between Pythia and Herwig
Common sources
syst jer 1 Jet resolution uncertainty
syst jar 1 Jet Angular resolution uncertainty
syst Unfolding bias 1 Residual bias in the unfolding
Table 3.8: Summary table of the uncertainty components for each in-situ pT-
balance technique and common uncertainty sources. Given is the name, the
number of components and a short description. In case of JES terms, each
entry corresponds to two components: one for the up and one of the down
variation.
[75]. Dijet where the pT of the leading and sub-leading jet are balanced are
used to derive the resolution in the dijet balance technique. In the bisector
method, the imbalance in the transverse momentum vector is defined as
 !
PT
=
 !
PT jet,1 +
 !
PT jet,2 using leading and sub-leading jets. The method considers its
projections along an orthogonal coordinate system defined by the azimuthal
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bisector    between the two jets to derive the resolution.
In order to evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to a potentially worse
resolution with respect to the Monte Carlo simulation, the nominal jet energy
resolution is worsened by one standard deviation of its uncertainty. The pT of
each Monte Carlo jet is smeared by the factor  smear, calculated as:
 2smear +  
2
nominal = ( nominal +  )
2 (3.3)
where    is the uncertainty on the nominal fractional resolution, nominal.
The relative di↵erence of the data spectrum unfolded with the smeared
transfer matrix and the data spectrum unfolded with the nominal transfer ma-
trix (which is filled with the un-smeared MC sample) is taken as symmetrized
systematic uncertainty. To reduce fluctuations due to limited statistics, each
jet in the MC sample is smeared 1000 times using a di↵erent random draw
through bootstrap method.
Adaptation of the JER uncertainty tool for the low µ and
the no pile-run
With the new updated 2012 parameterisation of the JER, where the noise,
stochastic response10 and constant terms are fitted, the JER is applied to
the low-mu and no pile-up conditions. In the new JER uncertainty tool, 9
up-/down- shift components are present. Calorimeter noise is well-simulated
and does not contribute to the uncertainty for the high-µ run; however, an
additional uncertainty is present for lower values of µ due to the extrapolation.
As shown in Figure 3.9, the noise term is available for values of <µ> above
6; the extrapolation to lower values has been made using both a second-order
and a third-order polynomial, and the di↵erence between them is taken as an
additional 10th component of the JER systematics.
The JER uncertainty is very small for the no pile-up run, it reaches up to
10stochastic response is a Poissonian event-to-event fluctuations with the constant term
proportional to the jet energy (e.g. dead material)
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Figure 3.9: The noise term in the jet energy resolution fit as a function of the
average number of additional pile-up interactions for anti-kt jets with R = 0.4
at 0.0  |y| < 0.5 and right ones are 2.5  |y| < 3.0. Overlaid is a fit of a
second order polynomial (above) and a three order polynomial (bottom).
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8% for pT < 50 GeV, and is at maximum 5% at higher pT at central |y| region
for the low µ run as shown in Figure 3.14.
3.10.3 Jet angular resolution uncertainty
A systematic uncertainty on the jet direction must also be calculated, since a
bad angular reconstruction could result in migrations between rapidity bins.
The jet angular bias and resolution (JAR) in MC a↵ects inclusive jet cross-
section measurement [76]. The resolution is defined as a standard deviation
of the di↵erence in angles between truth and reconstructed jets. The same
method is used as for JER uncertainty, namely comparisons between in-situ
quantities between data and MC simulation.
The angular resolution on low pileup conditions is smaller at low energy
than for the corresponding jets collected during high pileup conditions. As
shown in Figure 3.14, the impact of this error is negligible at central |y|
region on no pile-run and low µ run. A maximum shift of 10% is found in the
angular resolution at forward |⌘| region.
3.10.4 Luminosity uncertainty
The final measured luminosity uncertainty is 2.8% on the 2012 data sample.
This value refers to the high-µ as well as the intermediate-µ runs of this analy-
sis. However, since the no-pileup run was taken during a period of very special
accelerator conditions, the ATLAS luminosity group was not able to provide
an estimation of luminosity uncertainty. From private communications, it was
decided to use as a central value what would be obtained by considering stan-
dard conditions for the accelerator, but uncertainties around this value of up
to 20% should be considered.
3.10.5 Statistical Uncertainty
In order to measure the statistical uncertainty on the cross section, the boot-
strap method is used to take into account the fluctuations on the pT spectrum
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of reco jets on data, and those of truth and reconstructed jets in MC simulation.
The first step in this technique is to produce a series of pseudo-experiments
applying Poisson fluctuations to each event, and then build a set of replicas.
The nominal transfer matrix is applied to each replica, and a set of fluctuated
cross sections is generated by applying the transfer matrix to the fluctuated
spectra; finally a covariance matrix is derived using the di↵erence between
each of the resulting unfolded spectra and their average. The full information
on the magnitude of the statistical uncertainties coming from fluctuations in
data and on the bin-to-bin correlations introduced by the unfolding procedure
are stored in this covariance matrix. A second step accounts for the e↵ect of
limited Monte Carlo statistics. Each event in MC is filled into one of N replicas
(1000 in this measurement) and generate N transfer matrixes. A second set of
covariance matrices is created, and the unfolding performed with these trans-
fer matrixes to account for the statistical fluctuations in the MC simulation.
Figure 3.10 shows relative statistical uncertainty; Full errors are calculated by
adding statistical fluctuations in data and MC simulation in quadrature on a
bin-by-bin basis.
3.10.6 Estimating the systematic uncertainty due to shape
di↵erences between data and MC
A systematic uncertainty in the unfolding can arise from possible shape dif-
ferences between data and the reconstructed MC spectrum. This comparison
is used to build a closure test: for jets with true-reco matching, the truth MC
is reweighted directly in the transfer matrix, by multiplying each column of
the matrix by a given weight. These weights are chosen to improve the agree-
ment between data (after applying the matching e ciency at reco level) and
reconstructed MC (obtained by projecting the modified matrix onto the reco
axis).
The modified reconstructed MC is unfolded using the original MC matrix,
and the result is compared with the modified truth MC. The resulting bias is
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Figure 3.10: The relative statistical error is shown for no pile-up (above) and
low µ run(bottom): for data before the unfolding (black line); for the MC
simulation used for the transfer matrix (green line); for the data after the un-
folding (dotted blue line), and for the combination of data and MC simulation
after the unfolding (solid blue line)
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interpreted as the systematic uncertainty, since it is defined as the di↵erence
between the unfolded result of the reweighted reconstructed MC (very similar
to the data) using the original MC matrix, and the expected result for this
unfolding test (i.e. the modified true MC). A series of toy (N) MCs events are
generated weighting with a Poisson distribution , and each event is filled into
one of N replicas, each representing a Poisson fluctuation of the original. The
bias is calculated as the average of the biases obtained from the toy MCs.
Figure 3.11 shows the ratio of the data with ine ciency applied to the
matched reconstructed Monte Carlo for the no pile-up and for the low µ runs,
for two rapidity bins. Because the main goal here is to compare the shapes
of the data and the MC at high pT, the curve for the total reweighted re-
constructed MC has been normalised to that for data in the second pT bin
in each y bin. The reweighted Monte Carlo jet pT distribution describes the
data well. Without reweighting, shape di↵erences up to 0.3% are observed at
central |y| region, growing to 4% in the forward region. The reweighted MC
reproduces the curvature of the data spectrum at high pT, so the closure test
is a reliable method to estimate the shape uncertainty. Also shown are the jet
pT distributions of the unmatched truth and reconstructed jets normalised to
the original MC distribution. The fraction of unmatched jets is very small for
all pT bins, as expected.
Figure 3.12 shows the relative biases (i.e. the relative di↵erence between
the unfolded and the truth jet cross sections) obtained from the MC simulation
only for the IDS method without iterations and with one iteration, and from
the bin-to-bin unfolding method. It can be seen that while no-iteration IDS
and the bin-to-bin method exhibit quite large biases in some cases, the bias
from the IDS methods after one iteration is less than a fraction of %. These
small deviations are included in the unfolding systematics uncertainty. The
IDS method with one iteration has been chosen for this measurement.
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Figure 3.11: A comparison of the matched portion of the MC simulation with
the e ciency corrected data, for the central (left) and forward (right) rapidity
regions, for the no-pileup (top) and low µ (bottom) runs. Data are the black
markers, modified MC simulation after the fit to a second-order polynomial are
the dotted red line, while the unmatched reconstruction-level MC simulation
are in green and the unmatched particle-level MC simulation in blue.
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Figure 3.12: Relative bias due to the Monte Carlo shape di↵erences for several
unfolding methods. Top row refers to the no-pileup run, bottom to the low µ
run. Left plots are for the central rapidity region, right plots are for forward
rapidity.
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3.10.7 Statistical Fluctuations and Smoothing
To reduce statistical fluctuations in the systematics uncertainties, a smoothing
technique is applied. The procedure followed is described in detail in Ref. [77].
For each systematic uncertainty, the relative statistical uncertainty is com-
puted using the bootstrap method (see [78] and [79]) in the detector unfolding
as mentioned before. Using the statistical uncertainties the bins for each sys-
tematic uncertainty component are combined iteratively from both the left
and right sides of the spectra, until their significance is > 2 . The combi-
nation with the most bins remaining is chosen. Then a Gaussian kernel is
used to fill the fine binning used of the measurement and to smooth out any
additional statistical fluctuations. One bin below the reported range is used
so that shape information is not underestimated for the first pT bin, and the
value of the largest bin is kept as the result after only the first step (rebinning
by significance) since there are no bins above.
Examples of this smoothing can be seen in Figure 3.13, where a selected
range of shapes and magnitudes are shown. The result is a reduction of sta-
tistical fluctuations in the systematic uncertainty components with minimal
added bias.
The procedure also has the e↵ect of reducing artificial asymmetries, which
are shown to cause problems when performing statistical tests for agreement
between data and theory (see [77, Section 11.2.2]).
As a summary, figures 3.14 show the relative total systematic uncertainty,
along with the separate uncertainties on jet energy scale (JES+1  and JES-
1 ), the jet energy resolution, JAR, the unfolding bias and the statistical
uncertainty for each jet rapidity bin.
The uncertainty on JES is the dominant uncertainty as expected. The total
uncertainty increases up to 50% in the forward region for the no pile-up run,
and up to 38% in the forward region for the low µ run.
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Figure 3.13: Relative uncertainty of the inclusive jet cross section measure-
ments as a function of the jet pT for the 0.0  |y| < 0.5 rapidity bin and for
anti-kt jets with R = 0.4. The following sources of JES uncertainty are shown:
Flavor, Mu O↵Set Term. Shown is the nominal uncertainties as obtained from
the unfolding (crosses) and the smoothed one obtained after rebinning the bins
that are not statistically significantly di↵erent (red dashed line), and the ones
obtained after Gaussian kernel smoothing (dashed blue line). Plots on the left
column refer to the no pile-up run, those from the right to the low µ run.
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Figure 3.14: Relative systematic uncertainty for the inclusive jet cross-section
as a function of pT for the no pile-up (above) and the low µ run (bottom). The
blue line represents the total uncertainty, the red is JES, purple is the JER,
green JAR and blue is the unfolding bias. Shown are up- and down-variations.
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3.11 Theory uncertainties
Theory uncertainties are evaluated using several PDF sets, changing the fac-
torisation and renormalisation (R+F) scales, and the value of the strong cou-
pling ↵s constant according to its world-average uncertainty.
Renormalisation and factorisation scales: These quantities are con-
nected to the QCD calculations used for the theory predictions. In this mea-
surement, they are di↵erent on an event-by-event basis, and the default value
for both is taken as the transverse momentum of the leading jet:
µR = µF = p
max
T (3.4)
where µR is the renormalisation scale, µF the factorisation scale, and
pmaxT (yi) is the maximum jet transverse momentum in the event. To esti-
mate this uncertainty, both contributions are varied by a factor of two (up and
down from its nominal value), considering all possible permutations except the
opposite directions variation, which can bring instabilities due to large loga-
rithm (log µRµF ). The uncertainty is quoted as the envelope of all variations, i.e.
the maximal deviation between the varied to the nominal scale setting.
PDF uncertainty: For most PDF sets, the uncertainties on the PDF
fit parameters are expressed in terms of an orthogonal basis, called “Eigen-
vectors”. Each eigenvector is associated with an eigenvalue, with a positive
and a negative error. To calculate the total uncertainty due to PDF’s, each
of the eigenvalues has been varied by its positive and negative uncertainty,
and the cross-section recalculated. The envelope of all variations is calculated
as the total uncertainty. Four PDF sets have been considered in this study:
CT10nlo [19], HERAPDF15NLO EIG [20], NNPDF 3.0 [21] and MSTW2008-
nlo68cl.
Strong coupling constant: The uncertainties on the value of the strong
coupling constant are calculated by changing the value of ↵s for each PDF
sets (each PDF set uses a slightly di↵erent value of the coupling constant,
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also di↵erent from the world average). The nominal value of cross-section has
been changed in the two directions, ↵s (down) and ↵s(up), and uncertainty is
calculated as:
  up =
 (↵s(up))   (↵s(nominal))
↵s(up)  ↵s(nominal) ⇥ ↵s, (3.5)
  down =
 (↵s(nominal))   (↵s(down))
↵s(nominal)  ↵s(down) ⇥ ↵s, (3.6)
where  (↵s(up)) and  (↵s(down)) are the inclusive cross sections calculated
using a specific PDF set with the ↵s up and down variations and  ↵s is the
uncertainty on the nominal as calculated as:
 ↵s =
 ↵s(WA)
↵s(WA)
⇥ ↵s(nominal), (3.7)
where ↵s(WA) is the world average ↵s value (↵s(WA) = 0.1184) and ↵s(WA)
its uncertainty. The world average uncertainty is assumed to be  ↵s(WA) =
0.0012 as recommended in Ref. [80].
Summary of theory uncertainties Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the e↵ect
of theory uncertainties, for the di↵erent PDF sets. Overall, the uncertainties
due to the various PDF sets are similar to each other. The largest uncertainty
corresponds to the change of R+F scales, and decreases slowly as a function
of pT , from
+2.8
 13 % at low pT to
+4
 8% at higher pT , for the central region. The
total uncertainty in the forward region does not change too much with respect
to the central one.
3.11.1 Non-perturbative corrections
To compare the parton level NLO QCD calculations to data, their results
need to be corrected for non-perturbative e↵ects. The theory prediction for
the inclusive jet cross-section at particle level can be written as:
 theory =  NLO ⇤ kNP , with kNP =  hadrons
 partons
(3.8)
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Figure 3.15: Relative theory uncertainties as a function of transverse momen-
tum for 0.0  |y| < 0.5 (left) and 2.5  |y| < 3.0 (right), for the CT10nlo (top)
and HERAPDF15NLO (bottom) PDF sets. The various components are R+F
scales (blue), PDFs eigenvalues (black), ↵s (red) and overall (orange).
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Figure 3.16: Relative theory uncertainties as a function of transverse mo-
mentum for 0.0  |y| < 0.5 (left) and 2.5  |y| < 3.0 (right), for the
MSTW2008nlo68cl (top) and NNPDF 3.0 (bottom) PDF sets. The various
components are R+F scales (blue), PDFs eigenvalues (black), ↵s (red) and
overall (orange)
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where the symbol  NLO denotes the parton-level calculation (see Section
3.11). In order to calculate the correction kNP , the inclusive cross-sections at
di↵erent |y| regions for anti-kt jets with R=0.4 and 0.6 are produced using LO
generators, with and without hadronisation and underlying event, giving the
terms  hadrons and  partons. Hadron-level cross sections are built from the stable
particles of the event record, and parton-level ones from final-state partons.
To calculate the non-perturbative corrections, the bin-by-bin ratio (kNP ) be-
tween the cross-section measurement with and without hadronisation and the
underlying event are computed using the generators and tunes shown in Table
3.9. More information about Pythia 6 tune can be found in Ref. [81], about
the Pythia8 tune in Ref. [82], and about the Herwig++ tune in Ref. [83].
Name Generator Tune PDF
pythia6 P2012 pythia 6 P2012
pythia6 P2011C Pyhtia6 P2011C
pythia6 AUET2BLO Pyhtia6 AUET2B LO
pythia6 AMBT2BCTEQ Pyhtia6 AUET2B CTEQ
pythia6 AUET2BCT10 Pyhtia6 AUET2B CT10
pythia8 4C Pyhtia8 4C
pythia8 AU2CT10 Pyhtia8 AU2 CTEQ
herwigpp CTEQEE4 Herwigpp CTEQEE4
Table 3.9: Summary of MC tunes used for the evaluation of the non-
perturbative corrections. The name of the generator, the soft physics model
tune as well as the PDF set used for the hard process is specified.
The non-perturbative corrections are fitted with an exponential function
to avoid statistical fluctuations :
NPC(pT) = a+ b exp (c pT) + d x, (3.9)
where (a, b, c, d) are the parameters of the fit. The results of the fits for the
various tunes are shown in Figure 3.17.
The NLOJet++ prediction is then corrected on a bin-by-bin basis by the
central value of the correction, and the envelope of these ratios for all the tunes
is taken as the total uncertainty.
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Figure 3.17: Non-perturbative correction factors as a function of jet pT for two
ranges of |y| at 0.0  |y| < 0.5 and 2.5  |y| < 3.0, shown for jets defined by
the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4. The corrections are derived using Pythia
6, Pythia 8 and Herwig++ with several soft physics tunes.
3.12 Electroweak Correction
The fixed order NLO QCD is corrected for electroweak e↵ects as computed
in Ref. [84]. The corrections include the e↵ects of   and W±/Z interactions
at tree- and one-loop-level and are derived applying a NLO calculation for
electroweak processes to a LO QCD calculation. In general the corrections to
the cross-section are small even for large y bins. In the high-pT tail of the
inclusive jet spectra, radiative electroweak correction starts to be important.
For the inclusive cross-section, this electroweak correction starts playing a role
for values of pT above 134 GeV, so it has been ignored since it is negligible in
the pT range relevant for this measurement.
Chapter 4
Result on the Measurement of
inclusive jet cross-section
The inclusive double-di↵erential jet cross-section as a function of jet pT and |y|
is shown in Figures 4.1 for jets reconstructed with R=0.4 and 4.2 for R=0.6,
in the kinematic region of the jet transverse momentum pT > 25 GeV and
|y| < 3 in steps of 0.5 rapidity units. In these Figure, no pile-up and low µ
run data are compared with the NLO QCD theory calculations by NLOJet++
convoluted with the CT10nlo PDF set. Theory calculations also account for
the non-perturbative correction. The cross sections are steeply decreasing as
a function of pT , spanning approximately 3 orders of magnitude. In general,
no pile-up data has a larger cross-section than the theory prediction and of
the low-µ run data over the full kinematic range for R=0.4. It has to be
reminded that a large luminosity uncertainty, of the order of 20%, is present
for that run. The absolute cross sections using jets with radius parameter R
= 0.6 are higher than those obtained using R = 0.4 because the larger value of
the jet radius parameter leads to more contributions from the parton shower
and the underlying event. As mentioned before, the aim of this study is to
merge the results from the low-µ and the high µ runs at the bin between
100-116 GeV, to obtain an overall measurement spanning a large range in jet
transverse momentum. Due to the problems with luminosity determination,
it was decided not to use the no-pileup run, but only the low-µ one, in the
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ATLAS publication; however, both periods are used in this thesis to provide a
final combination. This allows to perform a measurement of the inclusive cross-
section, starting from a minimum transverse momentum of 25 GeV. Figures
4.3 and 4.4 show the merged inclusive jet double-di↵erential cross-section as
a function of pT combining the no-pile run between 25-45GeV, the low µ run
between 45-100GeV and the higher µ runs at pT > 100GeV. The measurement
is compared to a NLO QCD prediction using CT10nlo PDF set corrected for
non-perturbative e↵ects. This calculation gives an overall good description of
the data. In the central part of the detector the cross-section in data falls by
8 order of magnitudes from 1011 pb 1 to 103 pb 1 in the most central rapidity
region |y| < 0.5 and from 106 pb 1 to 10 5 pb 1 in the most forward 2.5
 |y| <3.0 at R=0.4. Jet transverse momenta of up to pT= 2 TeV are reached
for the first three |y| bins. In the most forward region, the jet pT reaches about
1000 GeV.
4.1 Ratios between theory and data
The ratios of the NLO pQCD predictions (including non-perturbative correc-
tions) to the measured cross-sections are shown in figures 4.5- 4.8 for R=0.4
and 4.9- 4.12 for R=0.6. In these figure, no pile-up and low µ run data are
considered separately, and compared to NLO predictions convoluted respec-
tively with the PDF sets CT10, HERAPDF1.5, MSTW 2008, NNPDF 3.0.
In each figure, only one PDF set is considered. It can be observed that in
some distributions some discontinuity is present for the low-µ run after the
first bin, in correspondence to 35 GeV. This is due to the fact that the jet
energy resolution in that region is larger than the bin size, therefore the first
bin still su↵ers from boundary e↵ects in the unfolding. The results from all
PDF sets for R=0.4 are higher than of low µ run for pT > 35 GeV but this
discrepancy is not observed for R=0.6. The di↵erence between the no pile-up
run and the theory predictions is much smaller. Finally, in figures 4.13 and
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Figure 4.1: Inclusive jet double-di↵erential cross sections for anti-kt jets with
radius parameter R = 0.4, shown as a function of pT and |y|. To help visibility,
the cross sections are multiplied by the factors indicated in the legend. The
blue error bars indicates the statistical uncertainty of the no pile-up measure-
ment, the black line the low µ run. The blue-shaded band indicates the sum in
quadrature of the experimental systematic uncertainties on no pile-up run and
the grey band is for low µ run data. For comparison, the NLO QCD predic-
tions of NLOJet++ using the CT10 PDF set, corrected for non-perturbative,
are included. The orange hatched band shows the uncertainty associated to
the theory predictions.
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Figure 4.2: Inclusive jet double-di↵erential cross sections for anti-kt jets with
radius parameter R = 0.6, shown as a function of pT and |y|. To help visibility,
the cross sections are multiplied by the factors indicated in the legend. The
blue error bars indicates the statistical uncertainty of the no pile-up measure-
ment, the black line the low µ run. The blue-shaded band indicates the sum in
quadrature of the experimental systematic uncertainties on no pile-up run and
the grey band is for low µ run data. For comparison, the NLO QCD predic-
tions of NLOJet++ using the CT10 PDF set, corrected for non-perturbative,
are included. The orange hatched band shows the uncertainty associated to
the theory predictions.
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Figure 4.3: Inclusive double-di↵erential cross sections for anti-kt jets with ra-
dius parameter R = 0.4, shown as a function of pT and |y|. To help visibility,
the cross sections are multiplied by the factors indicated in the legend. The
black error bars indicates the statistical uncertainty of data. The gray-shaded
band indicates the sum in quadrature of the experimental systematic uncer-
tainties of data. For comparison, the NLO QCD predictions of NLOJet++
using the CT10 PDF set, corrected for non-perturbative, are included. The
hatched orange band shows the uncertainty associated to the theory predic-
tions.
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Figure 4.4: Inclusive double-di↵erential cross sections for anti-kt jets with ra-
dius parameter R = 0.6, shown as a function of pT and |y|. To help visibility,
the cross sections are multiplied by the factors indicated in the legend. The
black error bars indicates the statistical uncertainty of data. The grey-shaded
band indicates the sum in quadrature of the experimental systematic uncer-
tainties of data. For comparison, the NLO QCD predictions of NLOJet++
using the CT10 PDF set, corrected for non-perturbative, are included. The
hatched orange band shows the uncertainty associated to the theory predic-
tions.
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4.14, theory predictions from the various PDF sets are compared to data in all
transverse momentum ranges, combining events from the no-pileup, low-µ and
high-µ runs. The relative total uncertainties for the various PDF sets is quite
similar, as already seen in figure 3.15 in section 3.11. The dashed azure band
represents ratio between theory and data(no pile-up) which was not added in
the ATLAS publication. To remind a large luminosity uncertainty, it shows
with orange band. The systematic uncertainty for R = 0.6 is in general smaller
than the corresponding one for R=0.4, and the agreement with data is usually
better. Comparing the various PDF sets it can be observed that, while predic-
tions are similar in the low-pT region, CT10 does predict a higher cross-section
than data at high pT .
4.2 Conclusions for the inclusive jet cross-section
The inclusive jet cross-section in proton-proton collisions at
p
s = 8 TeV has
been measured for jets reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm with jet radius
parameter values of R = 0.4 and R = 0.6 in the kinematic region of the jet
transverse momentum pT   25 GeV and jet rapidities |y| < 3. The measure-
ment is based on the data collected with the ATLAS detector during LHC
operation in 2012, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 193.3 nb 1
for lower µ runs and 20.3 fb 1 for high µ run. The cross-sections are mea-
sured double di↵erentially in the jet transverse momentum and rapidity. The
measurement is extended to 25 GeV in jet transverse momentum using the no
pile-up run. The dominant systematic uncertainty arises from the jet energy
calibration. Compared to previous jet cross-section measurements at
p
s = 7,
TeV a significant reduction of the cross-section uncertainties is achieved, also
thanks to the use of the low-µ run for the low transverse momentum region,
since the high mu run sample was used between 25-100 GeV in the measure-
ment at
p
s = 7 TeV [85].
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Figure 4.5: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for CT10nlo PDF-
set multiplied with the non-perturbative correction (kNP ) to the inclusive-jet
cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R =
0.4, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statistical uncertainties of the
measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for no pile-up and orange
line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are shown with violet band
and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up and low µ run. The pink
lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no pile-up), green lines are
shown ratio between theory(CT10) and data(low µ run)
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Figure 4.6: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for HERA-
PDF15NLO EIG PDF-set multiplied with the non-perturbative correction
(kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets with
radius parameter R = 0.4, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statistical
uncertainties of the measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for
no pile-up and orange line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are
shown with violet band and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up
and low µ run. The pink lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no
pile-up), green lines are shown ratio between theory(HERAPDF15NLO EIG)
and data(low µ run)
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Figure 4.7: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for
MSTW2008nlo68cl PDF-set multiplied with the non-perturbative correction
(kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets with
radius parameter R = 0.4, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statistical
uncertainties of the measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for no
pile-up and orange line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are shown
with violet band and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up and low µ
run. The pink lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no pile-up),
green lines are shown ratio between theory(MSTW2008nlo68cl) and data(low
µ run)
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Figure 4.8: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for
NNPDF30 nlo as 0118 PDF-set multiplied with the non-perturbative correc-
tion (kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets
with radius parameter R = 0.4, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statisti-
cal uncertainties of the measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for
no pile-up and orange line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are
shown with violet band and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up
and low µ run. The pink lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no
pile-up), green lines are shown ratio between theory(NNPDF30 nlo as 0118)
and data(low µ run)
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Figure 4.9: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for CT10nlo PDF-
set multiplied with the non-perturbative correction (kNP ) to the inclusive-jet
cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R =
0.6, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statistical uncertainties of the
measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for no pile-up and orange
line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are shown with violet band
and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up and low µ run. The pink
lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no pile-up), green lines are
shown ratio between theory(CT10) and data(low µ run)
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Figure 4.10: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for HERA-
PDF15NLO EIG PDF-set multiplied with the non-perturbative correction
(kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets with
radius parameter R = 0.6, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statistical
uncertainties of the measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for
no pile-up and orange line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are
shown with violet band and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up
and low µ run. The pink lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no
pile-up), green lines are shown ratio between theory(HERAPDF15NLO EIG)
and data(low µ run)
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Figure 4.11: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for
MSTW2008nlo68cl PDF-set multiplied with the non-perturbative correction
(kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets with
radius parameter R = 0.6, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statistical
uncertainties of the measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for no
pile-up and orange line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are shown
with violet band and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up and low µ
run. The pink lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no pile-up),
green lines are shown ratio between theory(MSTW2008nlo68cl) and data(low
µ run)
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Figure 4.12: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated for
NNPDF30 nlo as 0118 PDF-set multiplied with the non-perturbative correc-
tion (kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured in data for anti-kt jets
with radius parameter R = 0.6, in di↵erent ranges of |y|. The relative statisti-
cal uncertainties of the measurements are indicated as error bars, blue line for
no pile-up and orange line for low µ run. Total systematic uncertainties are
shown with violet band and dashed orange band for respectively no pile-up
and low µ run. The pink lines are shown the ratio between theory and data(no
pile-up), green lines are shown ratio between theory(NNPDF30 nlo as 0118)
and data(low µ run)
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Figure 4.13: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated with various PDF-
sets, (CT10, HERAPDF1.5, MSTW 2008, NNPDF 3.0) multiplied with the
non-perturbative correction (kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured
in data for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.4, in di↵erent ranges of
|y|. The relative statistical uncertainties of the measurements are indicated
as dark grey band. Total data systematic uncertainties are shown with grey
band. Orange band shows the luminosity uncertainty, it is just illustrated at
one bin between 35-45 GeV in order to see di↵erences between no pile-up and
low µ run. Ratio of theory to inclusive-jet cross section measured in data is
illustrated with azure band. Ratio of theory to no pile-up run in data is dashed
azure band. Due to see much clearer, x error of theory has been made smaller
and while NNPDF 3.0 moved to left, HERAPDF moved to right by 2% shift
away from central.
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Figure 4.14: Ratio of the NLO QCD predictions calculated with various PDF-
sets, (CT10, HERAPDF1.5, MSTW 2008, NNPDF 3.0) multiplied with the
non-perturbative correction (kNP ) to the inclusive-jet cross section measured
in data for anti-kt jets with radius parameter R = 0.6, in di↵erent ranges of
|y|. The relative statistical uncertainties of the measurements are indicated
as dark grey band. Total data systematic uncertainties are shown with grey
band. Orange band shows the luminosity uncertainty, it is just illustrated at
one bin between 35-45 GeV in order to see di↵erences between no pile-up and
low µ run. Ratio of theory to inclusive-jet cross section measured in data is
illustrated with azure band. Ratio of theory to no pile-up run in data is dashed
azure band. Due to see much clearer, x error of theory has been made smaller
and while NNPDF 3.0 moved to left, HERAPDF moved to right by 2% shift
away from central.
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This measurement has a finer binning in pT, thus giving more precise
information on the pT-dependence of the inclusive jet cross-section. Fixed-
order NLO perturbative QCD calculations have been corrected for both non-
perturbative e↵ects, but electroweak e↵ects have shown to be negligible at low
transverse momentum, so have only been considered for the high-µ part of the
data. Several NLO PDF sets are used in the theory predictions for this com-
parisons. Most of the NLO pQCD predictions are in good agreement with the
measurement, confirming that perturbative QCD can describe jet production;
some tension is however present in the lowest part of the spectrum for jets
reconstructed with R=0.6, possibly indicating a not perfect understanding of
the soft e↵ects for larger jet cones.
Chapter 5
Study of Quark-Gluon Jet
Discrimination
5.1 Introduction
Billions of jets a second are produced at the Large Hadron Collider, and the
majority of these jets will be originated by the showering of a parton, either a
quark or a gluon. The possibility of distinguishing between jets originated by
quarks and those originated by gluons would be beneficial to several analyses,
where usually the signal is composed of quarks and the background of gluons
(examples of these cases are R-parity violating SUSY models, leptophobic Z
0
or W
0
, jets from Higgs VBF; while in other cases like gluino-pair production,
gluons are a signal). Signal and background can be discriminated using ob-
servables like jet mass, which are strongly correlated with flavor. Moreover,
separating quark-initiated from gluon-initiated jets can also dramatically im-
prove the reach of searches for new physics models where no clear resonance
is present, such as contact interactions at the LHC. When the scale ⇤ is much
higher than the measured invariant mass or pT , no peak observation is ex-
pected, and the only consequence of these interactions would be a rise of the
cross-section for high invariant masses. However, the high invariant mass re-
gion, that also corresponds to high-x in the proton PDF’s, is also poorly con-
strained, and in case an excess is observed with respect to the predictions based
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on current PDF’s, it is not obvious whether it should be seen as an indication
of new physics or just of our poor knowledge of PDF’s, and included in the
next fit. The possibility of distinguishing quark-initiated from gluon-initiated
jets would add further constraints to the dijet system, therefore improving the
ability to distinguish new physics e↵ects from just a harder quark spectrum
inside the proton.
Despite the obvious advantages of a tool able to discriminate between quark
and gluon jets, producing such an algorithm is not straightforward since the
discrimination between quark-initiated and gluon-initiated jets relies on soft-
physics properties of the jet, that are not usually well reproduced by the Monte
Carlo codes. The high luminosity collected in by the LHC allows the selection
of large samples of relatively pure quark- or gluon-initiated jets, so extracting
these distribution from data decreases the dependence from the Monte Carlo
modelling, overcoming at least partially this limitation. Processes leading
to relatively pure samples of light quarks or gluons have been highlighted in
several phenomenological works, like [86] [87] [88] [89]. For instance, it was
found that at the 7TeV LHC, jets with transverse momentum above 200 GeV
coming from the pp!  +2jets sample are quark-initiated in 98% of the cases,
for a cross section of 5 pb; on the other hand, the third jet in a pp ! 3jets
process can provide a 90% gluon purity above 200 GeV [90].
For the analysis of the 2011 dataset, a tool has been built using likelihood
functions, based on two di↵erent variables: the number of tracks in a jet and
the jet width calculated from tracks. In this tool, a 50% quark jet e ciency
can be achieved with about 80%-90% of gluon jets suppression [91]. Using this
tool, jets can be labelled as quark or gluon and then dijet events labelled as
quark-quark, quark-gluon or gluon-gluon. Separate detector-level mass spectra
for the three flavor combinations can be plotted in bins of y⇤, and compared
to Standard Model QCD and with contact-interaction models using di↵erent
⇤ scales. In the first part of this chapter, track variables for quark-gluon
separation tool are described, and then a comparison will be shown between
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dijet invariant masses in data and Monte Carlo for models with and without
contact interactions, using the quark-gluon separation tool.
The 2012 analysis, described in the second part of this chapter, extends
this previous study to the inclusion of calorimeter-based variables on top of
the track-based ones used in 2011. These variables are studied in bins of pT
and ⌘ because the quark and gluon fractions, as well as jet properties, can be
strongly dependent on kinematics. The aim of this study is to provide good
templates for jet-shape distributions using W+jet (where the W boson decays
into a muon and a neutrino) and dijet events. In addition, also  +jet events
are used to improve separation power between the two jet categories.
5.2 Event and Jet Selection for the Quark-
Gluon separation tool in 2011
The 2011 Quark-Gluon tagger has been applied on data collected at a centre-
of-mass energy of 7 TeV, and compared to dijet Monte Carlo events generated
with the Pythia 6 generator with AMBT1 tune and MRST2007lomod PDF
[92]. The luminosity collected during this year has been 4.7 ±0.2 fb 1 using
periods D-M. Since during data taking some instability of the LAr calorimeter
was observed, events containing a LAr noise burst, or data corruption at the
level larError ! = 2 are rejected, and as well as those containing tileError ! =
2 (see more explanation in section 3.4)The kinematic region considered in this
analysis for jets is pT > 60 GeV and |⌘| < 2.1, to be in the full acceptance of the
tracking detector. Only jets falling in the cleaning definition of ’GOOD’ (so,
not bad neither ugly), are accepted. Additionally, the two leading jet in the
event must pass the “Medium“ cleaning quality criteria, to reject cosmic rays,
beam halo, and detector noise. Selected jets are calibrated locally applying a
jet energy scale (JES) correction, that also accounts for bad channels.
The vertex selection requires at least three primary tracks with pT > 0.5,
to remove events coming from cosmic-ray muons and other non-collision back-
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grounds. Tracks with pT > 1GeV and |⌘| < 2.4 are associated to jets using
a  R matching method which provides to find the closest tracks to jets. At
lower pT , tracks are more sensitive to fragmentation and underlying events.
Tracks are selected to suppress pile-up e↵ects with the cuts in table 5.1.
Z0sin(e) < 1.0mm nPixHits   1
pT > 1GeV nSCTHits   6
D0 < 1.0mm chi2/ndof  3.0
Table 5.1: The cuts for tracks.
5.2.1 Truth Jets and Flavour Labelling
In order to assign a flavour to a reconstructed jets, truth jets reconstructed by
clustering stable hadrons in the MC are used. To define a jet as light quark,
c-quark or b-quark or gluon-initiated, the event record is inspected, and the
highest energy partons within the jet cone,  R, is used to label that jet.
5.2.2 Track-based variables for quark-gluon separation
In the 2011 analysis, track information is used for its robustness with respect
to pileup, due to the possibility of assigning tracks to the primary vertex. The
two variables used in the analysis are:
• Number of tracks in the jet:
ntrk =
X
trk2jet
(5.1)
• Track-based pT weighted width of the jet:
wtrk =
P
trk2jet pT,trk Rtrk,jetP
trk2jet pT,trk
(5.2)
Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show respectively track width and track size for jets
selected with di↵erent pT cut in the central |⌘| region. It is expected that
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discrimination between quark and gluon jets decreases by increasing pT as
shown by these figures. At high pT , quark jets behave like gluon ones because
they collimate with the direction of the original parton. The number of tracks
gives a better separation power compared with track width. The two variables
are then combined in a likelihood, and jets are identified as originating from
quarks or gluons after a cut on this likelihood that has a 50% quark e ciency
and 80% gluon rejection. 4
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FIG. 4: The figure represents track width at low pT (60
<pT < 80) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at  s =
8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1.
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FIG. 5: The figure represents track width at high pT (450
<pT < 500) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at  s =
8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1
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FIG. 6: The figure represents number of track at low pT
(60 <pT < 80) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1
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(450 <pT < 500) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1
jets with pT > 20 GeV are present. Only one good pri-
mary vertex is selected. Tracks with pT > 1 and   < 2.4
are associated to jets using a  R matching [8]. Tracks
are selected with the cuts in table I [4].
 R jet axis, trk < jet cone nPixHits >= 1
pT > 1GeV nSCTHits >= 6
D0 < 1.0 mm chi2/ndof <= 3.0
Z0sin(e) < 1.0mm
TABLE I: It is represented that the track selection in order
to avoid pile-up
At figure 4 and figure 5, it is expected that discrimi-
nation between quark and gluon decreases with along in-
creasing pT , same case occurs on figure 6 and figure 7.
Number of track give better separation power on quark-
gluon discrimination tool compared with track width. At
high pT , quark jets behave like gluon ones because they
collimate with the direction of the original parton[12].
See more on Figure 12 and 13.
VII. CONTACT INTERACTION
New physics could manifest itself as contact interaction
with a four fermions vertex Lagrangian at a characteristic
Figure 5.1: The track widt t di↵erent pT range at |⌘| < 0.8, events t detector
level are taken from MC generator. Left figure is the width at 60 < pT <80,
right one is at 450 < pT < 500.
5.2.3 Selection of dijet events
The dijet double-di↵erential cross section based on 2011 data sample is mea-
sured as a function of the dijet invariant mass, m12 in bins of half the rapidity
separation of the two leading jets y⇤, |y1   y2|. Data is compared to Monte
Carlo simulation for SM QCD, and di↵erent values of the compositeness pa-
rameter ⇤: 4TeV, 6TeV and 8TeV. Also the variables used for quark-gluon
separation, track width and number of tracks are compared to SM QCD, and
simulations for compositeness with ⇤=4TeV and 6TeV.
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FIG. 4: The figure represents track width at low pT (60
<pT < 80) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at  s =
8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1.
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FIG. 5: The figure represents track width at high pT (450
<pT < 500) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at  s =
8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1
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FIG. 6: The figure represents number of track at low pT
(60 <pT < 80) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1
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(450 <pT < 500) and | | < 0.8 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 8 TeV with the full 2012 data sample of 20.3fb 1
jets with pT > 20 GeV are present. Only one good pri-
mary vertex is selected. Tracks with pT > 1 and   < 2.4
are associated to jets using a  R matching [8]. Tracks
are selected with the cuts in table I [4].
 R jet axis, trk < jet cone nPixHits >= 1
pT > 1GeV nSCTHits >= 6
D0 < 1.0 mm chi2/ndof <= 3.0
Z0sin(e) < 1.0mm
TABLE I: It is represented that the track selection in order
to avoid pile-up
At figure 4 and figure 5, it is expected that discrimi-
nation between quark and gluon decreases with along in-
creasing pT , same case occurs on figure 6 and figure 7.
Number of track give better separation power on quark-
gluon discrimination tool compared with track width. At
high pT , quark jets behave like gluon ones because they
collimate with the direction of the original parton[12].
See more on Figure 12 and 13.
VII. CONTACT INTERACTION
New physics could manifest itself as contact interaction
with a four fermions vertex Lagrangian at a characteristic
igure 5.2: The number f track at di↵erent pT rang at |⌘| < 0.8, events at
detector level are taken from MC generator. Left figure is the width a 60
< pT <80, right one is at 450 < pT < 500.
For the dijet s l ctio , jets are ignored if one of the two leading jets falls in
region of  0.88 <   <  0.5 and rapidity compatible with the LAr hole. The
first leading jet is required to have pT > 100 GeV, while the second leading jet
must have pT > 50 GeV. These two jets are asymmetric to improve stability
of NLO calculation The azimuthal angle between th two leading jets must be
   > 2.5 [93].
This data is only selected using central jet triggers at table 5.2, correspond-
ing to a series of pT bins where the various triggers are more than 99% e cient
in the rapidity region |y| < 3.0. This choice removes the need to correct for
trigger e ciency, and allows the use of an equivalent luminosity for each trans-
verse momentum interval, calculated from the prescale of the corresponding
trigger [85].
1EF jX a4tc EFFS:, EFFS marks jet and combined jet + ET trigger chains which use
the full-scan algorithm at EF at pT ¿X. a4tc means that jets are reconstructed using the
anti-kt algorithm with topological cell energy clusters as signal input with a radius of R=0.4.
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Leading Jet pT Trigger
40 GeV EF j10 a4tc EFFS1
60 GeV EF j20 a4tc EFFS
80 GeV EF j30 a4tc EFFS
110 GeV EF j55 a4tc EFFS
160 GeV EF j75 a4tc EFFS
210 GeV EF j100 a4tc EFFS
260 GeV EF j135 a4tc EFFS
Table 5.2: Leading jet pT bins used to select the trigger used for the di-jet
samples.
5.2.4 Comparison of SM QCD with Contact Interac-
tions
Figure 5.3 shows the transverse momentum distribution of all jets (left) and of
the leading jet (right) in the event in the case of QCD and contact interactions
with the ⇤ parameter set at 4 and 6 TeV. The presence of contact interaction
produces a gentle change in the slope and increases the rate relative to QCD
at high pT . As already mentioned in the introduction, it is possible that the
presence of contact interactions is mistaken as harder Pdfs for large x values,
and the existence of new physics may be di cult to prove.
The di↵erent mix of quarks and gluons present in new physics scenarios may
allow an improved separation when the quark-gluon tagger is used. Figure 5.4
shows the distribution of the number of tracks for jets labelled in the Monte
Carlo as originated by quarks on the left and by gluons on the right. Figure
5.5 shows instead the distribution of the track width, also for quark-labelled
and gluon-labelled jets.
Figures in 5.6 show the dijet invariant mass distribution divided into gluon-
gluon(Mgg), quark-quark(Mqq) and quark-gluon(Mqg) tagged events, after a
cut on the likelihood is performed. Events are shown in di↵erent dijet y⇤
intervals, and for the full 2011 data sample. Higher values of ⇤ produce mass
spectra closer to those predicted by SM QCD: we expect that the high-mass
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of the transverse momentum of all jets, for SM QCD (blue   line), 
and Contact Interactions with Lambda = 4 TeV (green line) and Lambda = 6 TeV (red line). 
For a proper comparison, the distributions are normalised to unity. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Distribution of the invariant mass of di-jets, for SM QCD (blue   line), and 
Contact Interactions with Lambda = 4 TeV (green line) and Lambda = 6 TeV (red line).     
For a proper comparison, the distributions are normalised to unity. 
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4 Results 
 
At first, we considered the difference between QCD and contact interactions for all events, 
regardless of the fact of having jets tagged as quarks or gluons. 
The first histogram (Figure 4.1) shows the transverse momentum distribution of the leading 
jet in the event in the case of QCD and contact interactions with Lambda parameter set at 4  
and 6 TeV, respectively in blue, red and green colours. 
Figure 4.2 indicates the transverse momentum for all jets, and Figure 4.3 represents the 
invariant mass of the two leading jets in the event, using the same colour code. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Distribution of the transverse momentum of leading jet, for SM QCD  (blue   
line), and Contact Interactions with Lambda = 4 TeV (green line) and Lambda = 6 TeV      
(red line). For a proper comparison, the distributions are normalised to unity. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Th left figure shows the distribution of the transverse momentum
of all jets passing the 2011 dijet selectio , f r SM QCDMonte Carlo (b u line),
and for Contact Interactions with Lambda = 4 TeV (green line) a d La b a
= 6 TeV (red line). The right plot shows the distribution of the transverse
momentum of leading jets only. For a proper comparison, the distributions are
normalised to unity.
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Figure 4.13:  The number of tracks for all jets. It is normalized to one for a reasonable 
comparison. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14: The number of the tracks inside the quark tagged jets. It is normalized to one for 
a reasonable comparison. 
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Figure 4.15: The number of the tracks inside the gluon tagged jets. It is normalized to one for 
a reasonable comparison. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: The number of the tracks inside the quark tagged jets (left) and
gluon tagged jets (right) for SM QCD (blue line), and Contact Interactions
with Lambda = 4 TeV (green line) and Lambda = 6 TeV (red line). They are
normalised to one for a reasonable comparison.
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Figure 4.11:  Width of quark tagged jets. It is normalized to one for a reasonable comparison 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12:  Width of gluon tagged jets. It is normalized to one for a reasonable comparison 
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Figure 4.11:  Width of quark tagged jets. It is normalized to one for a reasonable comparison 
 
 
 
Figure 4.12:  Width of gluon tagged jets. It is normalized to one for a reasonable comparison 
 
Figure 5.5: The track width inside the quark tagged jets (left) and gluon
tagged jets (right) at
p
s = 7TeV in 2011 for SM QCD (blue line), and Contact
Interactions with Lambda = 4 TeV (green line) and Lambda = 6 TeV (red
line)They are normalised to one for a reasonable comparison.
cross section for ⇤4000 is larger than that for ⇤6000, which is larger than that for
⇤8000. However this expectation does not occur clearly on Mqq and Mqg. The
reason of this case is that quark and gluon jets were not well separated and they
may be mistagged by tool. The previous exclusion limits on the compositeness
scale for quark CI ranges from 2.8 to 3.1 TeV at 95% CL [94] [94], so this
dataset has the power of setting more stringent limits because the increases
on contact interaction cross-section is not large. Therefore it was chosen not
to use it to set the final limit on the ATLAS published result. The tool for
2011 should be improved, and the higher statistics present in the 2012 dataset
allows the use of better and smoother purified samples. Therefore, my thesis
work has continued with the study of Quark-Gluon Jet discrimination using
the 2012 dataset.
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scale  . Dijet production at high pT for the Standard
Model QCD is dominated by t-channel gluon exchange,
with angular distributions. These distribution are peaked
at | cos   | close to 1. The invariant mass M is of the
same order with  .On the other hand, it is predicted for
contact interaction that angular distributions that would
be more isotropic than those of QCD and M of the hard
interaction is much larger that the internal propagator.
Since     M, the internal propagator disappears and
four fermions vertex Lagrangian as shown figure 8 [13].
FIG. 8: In the top digarams, a s-channel illustrates the quark
substructure on left and t-channel represents exchange of a
force carrier.The bottom feynman diagram shows for contact
interaction.
Higher values of correspond spectra closer to those
predicted by SM QCD.The highest exclusion limits for
quark CI set by previous experiment, ranged from 2.8
to 3.1 TeV at 95% CL for of the compositeness scale
[2]. Therefore, we test higher of  . We expect that
the high-mass cross section  4000 is larger than that for
 6000, which is larger than that for  8000. This antici-
pation is observed on gluon-gluon dijet invariant mass at
0.0  y  < 0.5 on figure 9 but quark-quark and quark-
gluon pair do not provide this prediction ( figure 10 and
11). Quark jets mis-tagged by separation tool can cause
this situation. The tool should be improved. There is
not also enough statistic on 2011 dataset.The result will
be obtained better through increased luminosity of 2012
measurement. Seen more histograms on figure 14 and
figure 15 for 2011 result.
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FIG. 9: The figure shows gluon-gluon dijet invariant mass
at y  cut which is 0.0   y  < 0.5 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample. 2011 data (black
line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV
(blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink line),   = 8 TeV (green line) of
Contact Interaction
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FIG. 10: The figure shows quark-gluon dijet invariant mass
at y  cut which is 0.0   y  < 0.5 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample. 2011 data (black
line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV
(blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink Line),   = 8 TeV (green line) of
Contact Interaction
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this report, we have produced 2011 and 2012 inclu-
sive and Dijet mass spectra with di↵erent y and y* in-
tervals, respectively. There are some confliction between
data and MC model. It will be solved soon. Additionally,
we have been improving the quark-gluon separation tool
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FIG. 14: While the first three figure show gluon-gluon dijet invariant mass at di erent y  cut at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample, the second three figure show quark-gluon dijet invariant mass at di erent y  cut.
2011 data (black line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV (blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink line),   = 8 TeV
(green line) of Contact Interaction
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FIG. 11: The figure shows quark-quark dijet invariant mass
at y  cut which is 0.0   y  < 0.5 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample. 2011 data (black
line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV
(blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink line),   = 8 TeV (green line) of
Contact Interaction
in 2012 by investigating di↵erent variables. The possi-
bility of discriminating between quark and gluon jet pro-
duction provides a tool to search more e↵ectively for new
physics. While the tool can provide additional informa-
tion to discriminate between SM QCD and Contact In-
teraction models, this additional discrimination power is
mainly happening at large values of transverse momenta
and masses, where statistical fluctuations are the high-
est, so its utility is not immediately obvious at 2011. On
the other hand, we will obtain much clearer information
through increased luminosity at 2012.
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FIG. 15: The figure show qu rk-qu rk dijet invariant mass at di erent y  cut at LHC in pp collision at
 
s = 7 TeV with the
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scale  . Dijet production at high pT for the Standard
Model QCD is dominated by t-channel gluon exchange,
with angular distributions. These distribution are peaked
at | cos   | close to 1. The invariant mass M is of the
same order with  .On the other hand, it is predicted for
contact interaction that angular distributions that would
be more isotropic than those of QCD and M of the hard
interaction is much larger that the internal propagator.
Since     M, the internal propagator disappears and
four fermions vertex Lagrangian as shown figure 8 [13].
FIG. 8: In the top digarams, a s-channel illustrates the quark
substructure on left and t-channel represents exchange of a
force carrier.The bottom feynman diag am shows for co a t
interaction.
Higher values of corr spond spectra closer to those
predicted by SM QCD.The highest exclusi n limits for
quark CI set by previous experim nt, ranged from 2.8
to 3.1 TeV at 95% CL for of the compositen s scale
[2]. Ther fore, we test higher of  . We expect that
th high- ass cross section  4000 is larger than that for
 6000, which is larger than that for  8000. This antici-
pation is observed on gluon-gluon dijet invariant mass at
0.0  y  < 0.5 on figure 9 but quark-quark and quark-
gluon pair do not provide this prediction ( figure 10 and
11). Quark jets mis-tagged by separation tool can cause
this situation. The tool should be improved. There is
not also enough statistic on 2011 dataset.The result will
be obtained better through increased luminosity of 2012
measurement. Seen more histograms on figure 14 and
figure 15 for 2011 result.
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FIG. 9: The figure shows gluon-gluon dijet invariant mass
at y  cut which is 0.0   y  < 0.5 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample. 2011 data (black
line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV
(blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink line),   = 8 TeV (green line) of
Contact Interaction
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FIG. 10: The figure shows quark-gluon dijet invariant mass
at y  cut which is 0.0   y  < 0.5 at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample. 2011 data (black
line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV
(blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink Line),   = 8 TeV (green line) of
Contact Interaction
VIII CONCLUSIONS
In this report, we have produced 2011 and 2012 inclu-
sive and Dijet mass spectra with di↵erent y and y* in-
tervals, respectively. There are some confliction between
data and MC model. It will be solved soon. Additionally,
we have been improving the quark-gluon separation tool
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FIG. 14: While the first three figure show gluon-gluon dijet invariant mass at di erent y  cut at LHC in pp collision at 
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 data sample, the second three figure show quark-gluon dijet invariant mass at di erent y  cut.
2011 data (black line) is compared with SMQCD (red line) and   = 4 TeV (blue line),   = 6 TeV (pink line),   = 8 TeV
(green line) of Contact Interaction
Figure 5.6: First top figures show g uon-gluon dijet invarian mass at di↵erent
⇤ cut at LHC in pp collision at
p
s = 7 TeV with the full 2011 d ta sample,
the two figure in the middle show quark-quark dijet inv riant mass at di↵erent
y⇤ cut. Last two figure at bottom show quark-gluon dijet invariant mass at
di↵erent y⇤ cut 2011 data (black line) is compared with SMQCD (red line)
and ⇤ = 4 TeV (blue line), ⇤ = 6 TeV (pink line), ⇤ = 8 TeV (green line) of
Contact Interaction
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5.3 Purified samples of quark- and gluon-initiated
jets
With the larger dataset available in 2012, it is possible to extract from data
samples of jets with a very high probability of coming from quarks or from
gluons. Figures 5.7, taken from [95], show the fraction of quark-initiated and
gluon-initiated jets in a series of samples, among which the ones used in this
analysis. It can be observed that while  +jet or W/Z+jet have very high
quark jets fractions, b+jet, bb+jet, b+2-jets and the dijet, 3- or 4-jets samples
have large fractions of gluon jets. The process  +jet has a 20% contribution
from final-state gluons coming from qq  ! g , and an 80% contribution from
quark jets coming from qg ! q . The quark purity can be further enhanced
by applying additional kinematical cuts. The quark-jet purity is similar for the
case of theW+ jets process. For pure gluon samples, even though b+2-jets and
three jet have good fraction on gluon jets, but their cross sections are orders of
magnitude smaller than the 2-jets sample as seen in bottom Figure 5.7. Since
a large number of jets is needed to build templates, the dijet sample is chosen
for building the gluon jet templates.
5.4 Data Sample for the 2012 analysis
For the 2012 analysis, the full luminosity of 20.3 fb 1 has been used. In order
to extract the purified samples, di↵erent datasets are used for the di-jet,  +jet
and W+jet selections. Events of 2!2 qq, gq, or gg scattering with Pythia8
with the AU2CT10 tune and the CTEQ10 pdf, Alpgen Pythia with P2011C
tune, Pythia8 with AU2 tune and CTEQ6 pdf set are used respectively for
dijet, W+jet and  +jet Monte Carlo.
Each of the three samples has been selected with specific requirements on
trigger objects, that will be described in each separate subsection. The jet
selection is however common, described in the following.
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Figure 5. The chance that a given jet is a light quark jet rather than a gluon jet. (This ratio does
not include bottom or charm.) The W and Z were nearly identical and combined on this plot, but
they are slightly di↵erent from the photon, mostly due to the   and lepton cuts.
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cut on all non-b jets. The di↵erent points correspond to di↵erent cuts placed on a Boosted Decision
Tree trained to optimize the gluon purity. The leftmost dots of each sample are the uncut purities.
There are 3 curves for the 3-jet samples, and two for the b+2jet samples, corresponding to which
of the jets (from hardest to softest) is being considered. Note the three 3-jet samples start with
identical cross sections, but high r purities ar achievable for the softer jets.
b, the kinematics will mostly have the u going back-to-back with the gb, and so the g
will be somewhat softer. This explains why the starting e ciencies for the softer jet at
pT=200GeV are around 73%, versus 63% for the harder jet, as shown in see figure 12.
The main complication in the b+jets samples is e cient b-tagging. So far, we have
assumed perfect b-tagging, so that both jets are e↵ectively anti-b-tagged. In reality, b-
tagging can be made very tight, keeping only jets that really look like b-jets or really look
like non-b-jets. A very tight b-tag will lower the cross section without a↵ecting the purities
shown. If looser b-tagging is used, the cross section will be higher but mistags of jjj and
mis-anti-tags of bbj make the analysis more complicated. Note, however, that the dominant
background to b-jets are charm jets and from the point of view of finding gluon jets, it is
ok to treat charm jets as b-jets. In many ways b-jets act like gluon jets rather than like
light quark jets. For example, the OPAL experiment at LEP [18] found b-jets to have more
charged particles over a wider area than light quark jets, making them similar to gluon
jets in this regard. It is therefore very important to have tight anti-b-tagging on any jet
used in further analysis, no matter which starting sample it came from. Since b-tagging is
very detector and pT dependent, we do not attempt to include it in any quantitative way
in this tree-level study.
Next, consider the dijet and trijet samples. There is actually a fairly strong pT depen-
dence in the gluon fractions, as can be seen in figure 4. As before, we begin by using full
kinematic information in Boosted Decision Trees. The result is shown in figure 13. We see
that dijets have a higher cross section, but cannot be purified beyond a limiting value. The
– 11 –
Figure 5.7: The top row shows fraction of events where all jets are quark or
gluon, on a log scale. The bottom figure shows the cross section as a function
of gluon purity for the di↵erent samples with a 200 GeV cut on all non-b
jets [95].
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5.4.1 Jet Selection
Anti-kT jets with a radius parameter of 0.4 and calibrated with the LCTopo2
method are used in this analysis. The selection requirements used for these
jets are:
• pT > 20 GeV
• jet does not fall in the isBadLoose nor isUgly categories
• If pT < 50 GeV and |⌘| < 2.4. It must pass jvf 3 requirement > 0.25 to
reject spurious calorimeter jets from local fluctuation in pile-up activity
as well as real QCD jets originating from single pile-up interactions.
•  Rleading jet, nearest jet > 0.8 with respect to the nearest jets with pT > 15
GeV. The nearest jets do not need to satisfy the jvf .
The last isolation requirement is used to decreases contributions from both
pile-up and QCD color-connection to nearby jets.
5.4.2 Dijets
Events classified as dijets must satisfy following selection, on top of the jet
requirements:
• The leading jets must pass the trigger requirements as in Table 5.3
• The leading jet must have pT > 25 GeV
• The subleading jet must have pT > 20 GeV
•   leading,subleading > 2.5 to veto soft radiation
• |⌘2nd jet| > |⌘1st jet| and same z-hemisphere.
2LC (Local Cluster): is calibration of calorimeter cluster. It attempts to separate EM
from Hadron calorimeter cluster and apply individual correction before jet reconstruction.
3jvf , or jet vertex fraction, is the fraction of tracks associated to the jet which come
from the primary vertex
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Leading Jet pT Trigger
25 GeV EF j15 a4tchad or EF fj15 a4tchad 4
36 GeV EF j25 a4tchad or EF fj25 a4tchad
47 GeV EF j35 a4tchad or EF fj35 a4tchad
73 GeV EF j55 a4tchad or EF fj55 a4tchad L2FS
115 GeV EF j80 a4tchad or EF fj80 a4tchad
142 GeV EF j110 a4tchad or EF fj110 a4tchad
174 GeV EF j145 a4tchad or EF fj145 a4tchad
218 GeV EF j180 a4tchad or EF fj180 a4tchad
268 GeV EF j220 a4tchad
392 GeV EF j360 a4tchad
512 GeV EF j460 a4tchad
Table 5.3: Leading jet pT bins used to select the trigger used for the di-jet
samples.
The reason for requiring that the two jets are in the same direction in the longi-
tudinal plane is the increased gluon fraction of forward jets. If the leading jets
is observed in the central region, the subleading jet can be anywhere. However
when the leading jet is in the forward (backward) region, the subleading jet
is also required to be in the same region. Requiring a momentum-imbalance
along the beam axis selects events more likely to have originated from a quark
and gluon pair. Moreover, the presence of a gluon in the initial state gives
more chances to have a gluon in the final state.
5.4.3   +jet
The jets requirements for the   + jet sample are:
• The event must pass one of the photon triggers listed in table 5.4. The
pT binning was chosen if the trigger is fully e cient above pT.
• Ignore all jets overlapping with the leading photon with  R < 0.2. This
4EF fjX a4tchad: requires at least a jet with transverse energy (ET ) above X GeV
at the EF at forward region. a4tchad means that jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt
algorithm with topological cell energy clusters as signal input with a radius of R=0.4
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cut provides to make better photon reconstruction.
• | Leading photon ⌘| < 1.37 or 1.52 < | Leading photon ⌘| < 2.5. Out of
this region,   e ciency and rejection are worse because of large amount
of passive material of EM calorimeter.
• Isolation: hadronic energy in a cone of  R < 0.4 around the photon
must be < 3 GeV to remove large background (e.g ⇡0 !   ) and help to
reduce fragmentation photons. Isolation also provides to decrease soft-jet
coming from pile-up and underlying event.
• The leading photon must satisfy quality criteria to remove bad photons
a↵ected by dead material for LAr cluster and masked cells. The leading
photon also must pass from cleaning criteria to suppress cluster with
large energy contribution from bad cells.
• |  Leading jet,Leading photon| > 2.9 to suppress initial state radiation
• Subleading jet pT < max(40 GeV, 0.3 ⇥pT leading  )
Leading Photon pT Trigger
25 GeV EF g20 loose
45 GeV EF g40 loose
65 GeV EF g60 loose
85 GeV EF g80 loose
105 GeV EF g100 loose
125 GeV EF g120 loose
Table 5.4: Leading photon pT bins used to select the trigger used for the
gamma-based samples.
5.4.4 W+jet
Events falling in this category must satisfy the following requirements:
• Event must pass at least one of the two muon triggers EF mu24i tight
and EF mu36i tight5)
5EF muXi tight: selects events from a single muon trigger requiring at least one isolated
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• Muons are required to pass the following criteria
– ’Tight’6 muon identification or StandAlone7 are combined [96].
– pT > 10 GeV
– |⌘| < 2.7
– Track isolation : (
P
pT in cone of 0.2)/pT < 0.1
– Calo. isolation : (
P
ET in cone of 0.3)/ET < 0.14
In order to reduce large background from multijet production, muons are
isolated from neighbouring track using track isolation cut and also it is isolated
from other calorimeter energy depositions to correct piel-up contributions. Fig-
ure 5.8 shows the quark-jets, gluon-jets and heavy quarks-jets contributions
from the W+jet sample in MC. The fraction of quark jets is almost constant
to ⇠87% as a function of transverse momentum over the whole ⌘ range. The
bottom-jet contribution is lower than 0.1%. While the charm-jet fraction is
more or less similar to the gluon-jet fraction at lower pT , it does decrease for
larger transverse momenta.
The fraction of the quark, gluon and heavy quark jets for the dijet and
 +jet(bottom) at |⌘| <0.8 and 1.2 < |⌘| <2.1 are shown in Figures 5.9. The
dijet sample has 70% gluon-like jets at low pT and decreases with increasing
pT . It becomes mostly quark-like at higher pT at higher ⌘ region. The   + jet
sample has much more quark-jets, >%70. There are significant di↵erences in
the predicted fractions by Pythia 8 and Herwig++.
5.5 Variables used for quark-gluon separation
Quark and gluon jets have di↵erent properties because of their di↵erent parton-
showering processes, leading to narrower jets in the case they are quark-
muon with pT> X GeV GeV where isolation criterion, “tight“ is made with inner detector
tracks.
6Tight cut: µ from W,Z. A good quality track from a combined fit of the hits in the
tracker and muon system
7StandAlone: Information comes from only muon spectrum.
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Figure 5.8: The fraction of events where the leading jet and ⌘ are a quark-jet,
a gluon-jet or heavy partons in the W+jet sample, taken from MC generators.
initiated [95]. According to the proton PDFs, initial-state gluons have a lower
x than initial-state quarks before the hard scattering, and that also results in a
higher abundance of final-state gluon jets at lower pT . The variables described
below have shown a good separation power between these kinds of jets, in the
following studies: [97] [98] [99] [100].
Number of calorimeter clusters in the jet:
ncal =
X
const2jet
(5.3)
ET weighted width of the jets:
w =
P
const2jetET,const Rconst,jetP
const2jetET,const
(5.4)
Fraction of energy carried by the largest energy constituent:
f largest =
Elargestconst
Ejet
(5.5)
Two point energy correlation function:
C  =
P
i,j2jetET,iET,j( Ri,j)
 P
i2jetE
2
T,i
(5.6)
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Figure 3: The fraction of Monte Carlo simulated events where the leading jet is a quark or a gluon in the dijet (top),
 +jet (middle) , and Z+jet (bottom) samples. The Z+jet figure additionally includes the fractions for the Sherpa
MC generator, which is only used for the Z+jet fraction systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 5.9: The fraction of events where the leading jet is a quark or a gluon in
the dijet sample(top), and  +jet(bottom) taken from Herwig++ and Pythia
8 samples at |⌘| <0.8 and 1.2 < |⌘| <2.1.
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The various qualities of   ( =0.1,0.2,0.5,1,2) are applied to find better
discrimination between quark and gluon jets. It is observed that  =0.2 gives
much better diversity than other quantities does. These variables can be com-
puted from tracks or from calorimeter quantities. Tracks are required to satisfy
the following criteria:
• pT > 1 GeV
• Number of pixel hits   1
• Number of SCT hits   6
• pT > 1 GeV
• |d0| with respect to primary vertex < 1mm
• |z0 sin(✓)| with respect to primary vertex < 1mm
and are assigned to the jets using a ghost-matching technique8 [101]
On the other hand, there is no additional requirement on the calorimeter
clusters for calorimeter-based variables, apart from the cluster being used to be
part of the jet. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the track width distribution versus
the number of tracks and calorimeter width distribution versus the number of
constituents for quark and gluon jets, from W+jet Monte Carlo events. It can
be seen that, as gluons on average produce more splitting than quarks in the
parton evolution, gluon jets are broader, and have more tracks.
5.6 Template extraction from two event sam-
ples
The jet-shape templates are extracted from two samples, dijet and W+jet
events. Templates are built by reweighting the events according to the expected
fractions of quarks and gluons. The shape of a template distribution for a
8matching of tracks to jets in  R
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Figure 5.10: 2D plots showing the number of tracks versus the track width in
di↵erent |⌘| and pT range. The left plots refer to quark jets and the right ones
are to gluon jets.
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Figure 5.11: 2D plots showing the number of calorimeter constituents versus
the calorimeter width in di↵erent |⌘| and pT range. The left plots refer to
quark jets and the right ones are to gluon jets.
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variable is a linear combination of the shape for quark jets, weighted by the
fraction of quarks, and the gluon-jet shape, weighted by the amount of gluons
in that sample. In addition, charm and bottom contamination is weighting by
the expected fraction of these quarks, and subtracted using MC sample.
For two independent samples (the dijet and W+jet), the relations between
the inclusive shapes are described by the following equation:
 
pdijet,i
pW+jet,i
!
=
 
fdijet,q fdijet,g
fW+jet,q fW+jet,g
! 
pq,i
pg,i
!
+ 
fdijet,hfpdijet,hf,i
fW+jet,hfpW+jet,hf,i
! (5.7)
where the subscript q and g means quarks or gluons. The subscript i rep-
resents to the ith bin of the distribution histogram. fsample,q(g) is the fractional
contribution of gluons and quarks in MC to each sample. pq,i or pg,i are the
value of the normalised pure distributions in bin i. On the left hand side of
formula, the value of the normalised inclusive distributions in bin i are pdijet,i
and pW+jet,i. The contributions of charm and bottom quarks in samples(dijet
or W+jet) are given in a similar notation, and indicated by hf . These shapes
are calculated independently for each pT and |⌘| bins.
There are two unknowns, pq,i and pg,i, in Equation 5.7. Since it is a linear
system of two equations, this system can be solved analytically. When the
quark/gluon fractions are similar in both samples, the matrix in equation 5.7
has a very small determinant. In this case, the matrices with determinants
close to zero tend to be unstable to inversion, which causes large fluctuations
in the solution. To avoid this issue, kinematic cuts have been applied to
make the dijet sample have as much gluon-like jets as possible as described in
subsection 5.4.2.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 illustrate templates extracted from data belonging
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to the dijet and W+jet samples. The variables used are jet track width,
number of tracks, calorimeter width and number of calorimeter clusters, for
di↵erent |⌘| bins. The discrimination between quark and gluon jets is much
stronger for track width and calorimeter width comparing to other variables.
The extracted templates(data)-Monte Carlo agreement for these variables is
fairly good for number of calorimeter constituents, track width and calorimeter
width; however there is not a good agreement for gluon-like jets in the number
of calorimeter constituents.
5.7 Template extraction from three event sam-
ples
In the previous case, quark-jet “pure“ templates have been extracted from the
W + jets sample; however the statistics is not very large, resulting in some
fluctuations for the data-driven templates. The  +jet sample has been added
in order to increase statistics.
Since the quark and gluon fractions are di↵erent between the W + jets
and the   + jets samples, the extraction of the templates from three samples
has to be extended using a more complicated equation. For three independent
samples (in this case dijet,   and W+jet), equation 5.7 gets modified in the
following:
0B@ p0dijet,ip0 +jet,i
p0W+jet,i
1CA =
0B@ fdijet,q fdijet,gf +jet,q f +jet,g
fW+jet,q fW+jet,g
1CA pq,i
pg,i
!
(5.8)
where i is the bin number in the distribution, pj,i is the number of events
in bin i from data sample j, after correction for heavy flavors and fakes.
Figures 5.14 through 5.16 show templates for several variables and various
pT and ⌘ bins, extracted from the dijet, W+jet and gamma+jet samples. The
agreement between data and Monte Carlo improves after addition of the third
sample.
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Figure 5.12: Templates extracted from dijet and W+jet samples for jet track
width, number of track, calorimeter width, number of calorimeter at 40 <
pT < 90 GeV and |⌘| < 0.8. G is gluon and Q is quark.
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Figure 5.13: Templates extracted from dijet and W+jet samples for jet track
width, number of track, calorimeter width, number of calorimeter at 40 <
pT < 90 GeV and 2.1 < |⌘| < 2.5.G is gluon and Q is quark.
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Figure 5.14: Templates extracted from the dijet, W+jet and  +jet samples for
jet track width, number of track, calorimeter width, number of calorimeter,
C  called as C1 ( =0.2), fraction of Energy carried by largest constituents at
90 < pT < 1200 GeV and |⌘| < 0.8.G is gluon and Q is quark.
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Figure 5.15: Templates extracted from dijet, W+jet and  +jet samples for
jet track width, number of track, calorimeter width, number of calorimeter,
C  called as C1 ( =0.2), fraction of Energy carried by largest constituents at
210 < pT < 410 GeV and |⌘| < 0.8.G is gluon and Q is quark.
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Figure 5.16: Templates extracted from dijet, W+jet and  +jet samples for jet
track width, number of track, calorimeter width, number of calorimeter,C1,
fraction of Energy carried by largest constituents at 90 < pT < 120 GeV and
2.1 < |⌘| < 2.5.G is gluon and Q is quark.
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5.8 Quark-gluon separation performance
The variables described in the previous sections have been used to perform a
discrimination between quark and gluon jets in the pure samples obtained in
from data. By varying the cut on each variable, curves of quark acceptance vs
gluon rejection power can be produced in various kinematical regions. Figure
5.17 shows the behaviour of the tagger in two intervals of transverse momen-
tum, and also for the forward rapidity. It can be seen that the energy-energy
correlation variable C  shows the best separation between quark and gluon
jets, however statistical uncertainties are quite large, resulting in possible fluc-
tuations of the curve.
5.9 Conclusions for the quark-gluon separa-
tion study
In the analysis about contact interaction in 2011, we have investigated the
possibility to discriminate between jet production as described by QCD and
the same process in the presence of Contact Interaction. While the shapes
of the various distributions are slightly di↵erent for quark- and gluon-tagged
jets, and some additional separation could be gained by separating the sam-
ples, the main di↵erences occur at very large values of jet transverse momenta
and dijet invariant masses, where statistical fluctuations are the highest. The
quark-gluon tagger was not built well and it did not help to observe obvious
result on the analysis of contact interactions in the 2011 dataset as desired.
In order to improve the tagger, the increased luminosity of the 2012 dataset
was used, and additional variables were considered. To built the tagger, tem-
plates have been extracted from data, using two or three samples of relatively
pure jets. For a fixed quark-like jet acceptance of 70%, the variables C  (frac-
tion of energy carried by the largest constituent), number of track, calorimeter
width and track width are able to reject more than 40% of the gluon-like jets,
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Figure 5.17: Gluon rejection versus quark Acceptance in data for likelihoods
built from extracted templates from “three samples“ at 90 GeV < pT < 120
GeV (top) and at 170 GeV < pT < 210 GeV (bottom), at |⌘| < 0.8 (left) and
, 1.2 < |⌘| < 2.1 (right). Dijets, W+jet and  +jet samples were used for the
extraction.
while number of calorimeter constituents only ⇠20% of gluon-like jets. The
purified samples used were dijet,  +jet and W+jet. At higher |⌘|, statistical
uncertainties become large, so the comparison with data becomes more dif-
ficult. The number of calorimeter constituents shows the largest discrepancy
between extracted templates and Monte Carlo. If I had time, I would complete
2012 quark-gluon separation tagger with ”Discrimination of Light Quark and
Gluon Jets” study group and continue to work on analysis of contact interac-
tions. I would improve exclusion limits on the compositeness scale for quark
CI ranges.
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6.1 The Run Time Tester (RTT)
Every night the ATLAS software is recompiled using several di↵erent “builds“
(about 25). A build is a term referring to the compilation, linking and making
of libraries for a determined set of package tags. Examples of parameters than
can vary between builds include the package tags used, the operating system
targeted and the compiler version as well as the compiler options selected.
The Run Time Tester, also known as RTT [102], is a Python-coded frame-
work [103] used to test the ATLAS software. It is a facility for running a set
of Athena jobs [104], performing actions on the job results, and publishing
information about these results. The RTT monitoring should ensure the suc-
cessful completion of each individual job submitted by a developer. It has the
option of being started via an automatic “cron“ job which is the scheduled
task itself, or locally in the shell. Jobs run on 70 computers for durations
ranging from minutes to hours depending on the job size. A xml file 1is used
to select the configuration information for each RTT release. The xml file can
specify branch/platform, packages, and also which files to keep (for instance
root or log files).
An RTT test run consists of some steps like job submission, job check-
1xml file is a markup language that defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a
format.
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ing, other post job activities, and checking the result (histograms, summary).
CMT2 [105] is used in RTT to establish the connection between the release
information and the actual libraries and executable. Test jobs are defined
within an xml unified test configuration file and then jobs are submitted to
the computing farm. The structure of RTT processing is shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: The RTT execution from starting steps to end [102].
Multiple jobs can be run using a chain in a single xml to indicate that more
than one independent files can simultaneously run in parallel, and then their
input files can be transferred to subsequent jobs, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.
6.2 Personal contribution to RTT running
As a service work to obtain qualification as an ATLAS author, I was involved
in a shift task to run and monitor the RTT on a daily basis for events re-
constructed by the JetTauETMiss stream, e.g. selected by a trigger requiring
a jet, a tau lepton or missing transverse energy. In a daily RTT shift, the
production process of a dataset (the RDO, ESD, AOD and D3PD formats)
must be tested comparing the output of the new dataset with that of a ref-
2The configuration and build program used to build ATLAS code.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of a job chain showing S(sequential), P(parallel) and
C(chain minder) jobs
erence file. The aim of this test is to ensure that no information is lost or
corrupted in the new dataset. All information is compared branch by branch,
variable-by-variable, event-by-event, and jet-by-jet.
To produce a dataset in the D3PD format, the following production steps
are needed: RAW ! ESD ! AOD ! D3PD for data, and RDO ! ESD !
AOD! D3PD for Monte Carlo [106]. Through the xml file, the shifter checks
in each step that all information is transferred into the new dataset. The test
is made first locally with a small number of events, and then same process is
repeated running on larger files using an automatic job. I have been involved in
the production and test of data after the introduction of new jet reconstruction
variables, such as AntiKtXLCTopoJets or AntiKtXTopoEMjets.
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Conclusions
This thesis describes two analyses: the measurement of the inclusive jet cross-
section using low µ runs, and the study of quark-gluon jet discrimination. Both
analyses use the data taken at a centre-of- mass energy of 8 TeV in 2012.
In the first part of this thesis, the inclusive jet di↵erential cross-section is
measured using low instantaneous luminosity conditions (a no pile-up and an
intermediate-µ run) as a function of the jet transverse momentum, in bins of
|y|, from 20 GeV to 134 TeV. The combination of this measurement with the
high-momentum one performed on high-luminosity runs spans two orders of
magnitude in transverse momentum by my colleague who is Gagik Vardanyan,
beyond the energetic reach of any previous experiment. A significant decrease
of the cross-section uncertainties has been observed compared to the 2011
jet cross-section measurement. The measurement has been performed for two
values of the jet radius parameters: 0.4 and 0.6, and the systematic uncertainty
for R = 0.4 is in general larger than the corresponding one for R=0.6, which
has better agreement with data.
In the second part of the thesis, we have investigated the possibility to
discriminate between jets originated by quarks and by gluons, with the aim
of applying this tool to the search for contact interactions. This hypotheti-
cal model modifies the distribution of transverse momentum and dijet mass,
in particular for large momentum transfers. Since the same e↵ect could be
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due to harder PDF sets, discriminating between quark and gluon jets could
help disentangling new physics from a QCD e↵ects for this analysis. Since
the discrimination capability observed in 2011 data is too small to justify the
additional complication of using this tool, the quark-gluon discrimination tool
has been improved for the 2012 dataset, where the four variables track width,
track multiplicity, calorimeter width, number of constituents and Fraction of
energy carried by the largest energy constituent are used. It has been observed
that the number of calorimeter constituents shows the largest discrepancy be-
tween data and Monte Carlo, but the large statistics collected in 2012 allowed
the use of data-driven templates to extract these quantities. The result is an
improved tool for quark-gluon discrimination under 2012 conditions.
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